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ABSTRACT 

It has been known that circles (or rays) can be defined in finite planar nearrings, 

as well as their relationship with two main topics of block designs: BIBD (balanced 

incomplete block design) and PBIBD (partially balanced incomplete block design). 

In this dissertation we explore the possibilities of defining (line) segments and 

lines in some finite planar nearrings, as well as their relationship with block designs. 

It turns out that there are more general methods for the constructions of block 

designs. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

From the very definition of a nearring, it is an algebraic structure between that 

of a group and a ring. However, the study of planar nearrings, one of nearrings' 

important topics, requires tools ranging from group theory to field theory, as well 

as other topics. Until now, planar nearrings are known to have the applications in 

the following subjects: block desig~ls, coding theory, geometry, combinatorics, and 

cryptography. One can find an interesting introduction of these topics in Clay's 

books ([C92a] and [C93]). 

In this chapter, we are going to review some facts about planar nearrings and 

block designs. In §1, we introduce planar neamngs, nearfields, and some important 

results regarding them. The idea of a BIBD (balanced incomplete block design) is 

introduced in §2; while association schemes and P BIBD (partially balanced incom

plete block design) are introduced in §3. In §4, we study two important examples of 

planar nearrings, which are related to circles and ra.ys in the complex plane. They 

motivate some ideas in the study of geometry in finite planar nearrings. These 

ideas are then reviewed in §5 and §6. 

§1. Planar Nearrings and Nearfields 

In this section we introduce planar nearrings and nearfields. They are stated 

as different algebraic structures; moreover, they offer examples for some aspects 

of geometry. 

We assume the reader is familiar with basic facts about semigroups, groups, 

rings and fields. One can find a description of these terms in any general textbook 

for algebra; e.g., Grove's Algebra ([GS3]) or Hungerford's Algebra ([HSO]). We first 

start from the idea of a nearring. 

-- .. - - ---- -------
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Nearrings. 

(1.1) DEFINITION. 

A nearring is an algebraic structure (N, +,.) such that (N, +) is a group (not 

necessarily abelian), (N,·) is a semigroup (i.e., . is associative), and· satisfies at 

least one distributive law with respect to +.1 • 

If the left distributive law holds, we call it left nearring. Of course, the reader 

can understand what a right nearring is. If both distributive laws hold, we call it 

distributive nearring. If + is commutative and only one distributive law holds, it is 

called an abelian nearring. If, by chance, + is commutative and both distributive 

laws are valid, then (N, +,.) is a ring. 

In this article, we shall assume a nearring to be a "left" nearring, when not 

specified. Similar assumption is made for a nearfield. The identity element of 

(N, +) is denoted by O. 

We will focus on planar nearrings. For a detailed description of nearrings and 

their related topics, see [C92a] or [P83]. 

(1.2) EXAMPLE. 

Given a group (G~ +), and let M( G) be the set of all mappings j: G ~ G. 

One can see that (M(G), 0, 1G) is a monoid, where 0 denotes the composition and 

1G is the identity map on G. Define an addition E9 of j,g E M(G) by j 8:; 9 = h. 

where hex) = (f E9 g)(x) = j(x) + g(x). Then (M(G),Ee, 0) is a right nearring 

with the multiplicative identity 1G. • 

Similarly, we can have the corresponding right nearrings for the followings: 

(1) The set C(F) of all continuous functions f: F -t F, where F is the field 

R of real numbers or the field C of complex numbers. 

(2) The set V(F) of all differentiable functions j: F -+ F. where F is R or C. 

(3) The set 8(R) of all Borel measurable functions f: R -t R. 

1 (1) The left distributive law: a· (b + c) = a . b + a· c, for any a, b, and c in N. (2) The right 
distributive law: (a + b) . c = a . c + b· c, for any a, b, and c in N. 

----- _. -----
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(1.3) DEFINITION. 

A nearring (N, +, .) with a . 0 = 0 . a = 0 for any a E N is said to be zero

symmetric. 

N earfields. 

(1.4) DEFINITION. 

A left near field is a left nearring (F, +, .) such that (F* = F \ {O}, .) is a group; 

similarly, we can also define a right nearfield. • 

The following is an example of nearfields, whose proof can be found in [C93. 

(5.9)]. 

(1.5) EXAMPLE. 

Let (F, +,.) be a finite field with characteristic p and IFI = p2n. Define the 

mapping u: F -+ F by u( x) = xpn
, then 

(1) u is a field automorphism and u 2 = IF. 

Let U = {a2 I a E F*}. Then 

(2) U is a subgroup of (F*,·) of index 2, and 

(3) the field automorphism u restricted to U is a group automorphism of the 

subgroup U. 

Define 0 on F by 

b {
a. b, 

ao = 
a·a(b), 

if a E U: 

otherwise. 

Then (F, +. 0) is a nearfield and not a division ring. • 

For more facts about nearfields. see [C92a]. [C93]. [P83]. [Wa.87]. or [Z64]. We 

summarize some important ones in the following. 

(1.6) THEOREM. ([C92a], (3.62») 

If (F, +, .) is a nearfield with IFI =f:. 2, then it is zero-symmetric. 

(1.7) PROPOSITION. ([C92a], (3.63») 

For a near field (F, +, .), if x E F, then x 2 = 1 if and only if.r E {I, -I}. 
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(1.8) THEOREM. ([C92a], (3.64)) 

For a near field (F, +, .), if x, y E F, then x( -y) = (-x)y = -( xy). 

(1.9) THEOREM. ([C92a], (3.65)) 

For a near field (F, +,.) , the additive group (F, +) is abelian. 

(1.10) THEOREM. ([C92a], (3.66)) 

If (F, +,.) is a finite near field, then (F, +, *) is a field fOT som.e suitable *, i.e., 

(F, +) is the additive group of some field. 

(1.11) DEFINITION. 

A nearfield (F, +,.) is said to be planar if for any constants a, b, c E F with 

a # b, the equation 

ax=bx+c 

has a unique solution for x in F. 

(1.12) THEOREM. ([C92a], (4.26)) 

Every finite nearfield (F, +,.) with IFI # 2 is planar. 

(1.13) EXAMPLE. ([C92a], (5.2)) 

For the field (Zz, +,.), define * on Z2 by a * b = b for all a. b E Z2 = {O, I}. 

Then (Z2, +, *) is a nonplanar nearfield. • 

Therefore, except for the above example, a nonplanar nearfield is infinite. Zem

mer, in 1964, gave the construction of infinite nonplanar nearfields: see [Z64] or 

[C93, §5.2]. 

Planar N earrings. 

The definition of planarity is motivated by two nonparallel lines intersecting at 

exact one point in affine planes constructed from fields. 

(1.14) DEFINITION. 

For a nearring (N, +,.), define an equivalence relation =m on 1'1 by a =m b if 

and only if ax = bx for all x EN. If a =m b, we say that a and b are equivalent 

multipliers. 

------ - --- ---- ------



(1.15) DEFINITION. 

A nearring (N, +,.) is called planar when: 

(1) =m has at least three equivalence classes, i.e., IN/=ml 2:: 3; 

(2) for constants a, b, c E N with a #-m b, the equation 

ax = bx + c 

has a unique solution for x in N. 
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• 

Two important examples of planar nearrings are given in (4.1) and (4.2), which 

originated from the complex plane. They motivate aspects of finite planar near

rings and some finite geometry. 

(1.16) PROPOSITION. ([C92a], (4.8» 

Planar nearrings are zero-symmetric: i.e.: any planar nearring (N, +,.) satisfies 

a . 0 = 0 . a = 0 for all a EN. • 

Thus planar nearrings have this elementary property which is also valid in rings 

and nearfields. 

(1.17) PROPOSITION. 

A ny planar nearring with multiplicative identity is a planar nearfield. • 

Therefore, for a planar nearring which is not a ring, there are several left identi

ties for the multiplication; however, there is no right identity. We have seen some 

examples of nearrings with identity in (1.2); consequently, they are not planar. 

The construction of planar nearrings is known as the Ferrero Planar Nearring 

Factory. Since we will not use the construction in the sequel, the interested reader 

is referred to [C92a] or [C93]. However, we still need the definition of a Ferrero 

pair. 

(1.18) DEFINITION. 

Let (N,+) be a group, and let .4ut(N.+) be the set. of a.ll a.ut.omorphisms of 

(N, +). If we have a nontrivial subgroup 1 #- <P $ A.ut(N, +) such that 

(1) IN #- ¢ E <I> and ¢(x) = x implies x = 0, 

-- - _ .. _----------- ._._----
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then 4> is called a regular group of automorphisms of (N, +). Any element IN #: 
¢ E 4> is called a fixed point free automorphism. If in addition, 

(2) -¢ + IN is surjective for any IN #: ¢ E 4>, 

then (N, 4» is called a Ferrero pair. • 
Note that when (N, +) is finite, condition (2) is automatically true since -¢+IN 

is injective for each IN #: ¢ E 4>. 

(1.19) DEFINITION. 

Suppose (F, +, -') is a field and 1 #: 4>' ~ F*. A planar nc:>arring (N, +,.) is field 

generated if it is generated from a Ferrero pair (N. 4». where (N. +) = (F. +), and 

4> = {¢a 1 a E 4>'}. Note that <l>a : F --+ F is defined by 9a{.r) = a..r. 

(1.20) DEFINITION. 

Suppose (F, +, -') is a planar nearfield and 1 #: <P' ~ F*. A planar nearring 

(N, +,.) is nearfield generated if it is generated from a Ferrero pair (N, 4», where 

(N,+) = (F,+), and 4> = {¢a 1 a E 4>'}. 

(1.21) DEFINITION. 

Suppose (R, +, -') is a ring with identity and 1 #: <P' ~ U(R), where U(R) is the 

set of units in R. A planar nearring (N, +,.) is ring generated if it is generated 

from a Ferrero pair (N,4», where (N.+) = (R,+), and <P = {6 a 1 a E 4>'}. Note 

that 1 - 4>' ~ U (R) U {O} in order that (lV, 4» can be a Ferrero pair. II 

Note that 4> and <P' are isomorphic in the above definitions. Since they are so 

closely related, we simply identify <P with <P' in these situations. 

It is easy to get Ferrero pairs from fields or finite nearfields. Let us have some 

examples from rings. 

(1.22) EXAMPLE. ([C92a], p.49) 

Consider the commutative ring (Zpn, +,.), where p is an odd prime. We have 

IU(Zpn)1 = pn-l(p - 1) and U(Zpn) :::: Zpn-l Ef7 Zp-l. Thus there is a subgroup <P 

of U(Zpn) with order p - 1. Also it defines a regular group of automorphisms of 

(Zpn, +). Hence we have a Ferrero pair (Zpn, 4» from this ring. • 
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More specifically, (Z65,4» is a Ferrero pair, where 4> = (8) = {8,64,57,1} 

([C92a], (5.41». 

(1.23) THEOREM. ([C92a], (4.13») 

Let (N,4» be a Ferrero pair, and let 4>(a) = {¢(a) I ¢ E 4>} for any a E N. 

Then: 

(1) 14>(a)1 = 14>1 for 0 -# a E N, where lSI denotes the cardinality of S; 

(2) if bE 4>(a), then 4>(b) = 4>(a); 

(3) the orbits 4>(a) form a partition of N. 

(1.24) THEOREM. ([C92a], (4.24») 

If (N, +,.) is a planar nearring constructed from the Ferrero pair (N, 4>), we 

have N* . a = 4>(a). _ 

Thus, for any planar nearring (N, +, .) generated by a Ferrero pair (N, 4» from 

a field, a planar nearfield, or a ring with identity, we have 

N* . a = 4>( a) = 4>' a = {¢a 1 ¢ E 4>'} 

and IN* . al = 14>1 = 14>'1, for any 0 i= a E N. 

§2. BIBD (balanced incomplete block design) 

The modern study of BIBDs began with Bose, Fisher. and Yates ([Bo39], [F40], 

and [Y36]). 

In order to give some geometric interpretations at suitable times, we start from 

the definition of an incidence structure. 

(2.1) DEFINITION. 

An incidence structure is a triple (V, B, I) where 

(1) V is a nonempty set; 

(2) B is a nonempty collection of symbols: and 

(3) I is a binary relation between F and B. i.e., I ~ F x B. -
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Geometrically, we think of the elements of V as points, and each element B E 8 

as a line. The relation between points and lines are defined by I; instead of writing 

(p,B) E I, we often use pI B with the idea that "the point p is on the line B." 

We will also call the elements of B circles, rays, or line segments when the 

corresponding geometric phenomena are used in the description. In design theory, 

they are called blocks. Although the definition includes the infinite cases, most 

often we will focus on finite incidence structures, i.e., when V and B are finite. 

(2.2) DEFINITION. 

A finite incidence structure (V, B, E) is called a tactical configuration if there 

are parameters r, l.~ with the following properties: 

(1) IBI = k for any B E B; 

(2) I{B E 81 p E B}I = r for a11Y p E V. 

(2.3) DEFINITION. 

A tactical configuration (V,B,E) is a BIBD(balanced incomplete block design) 

if there is a positive integer). so that 

(3) I{B E B I p,q E B}I =). for any p, q E V with p =1= q. • 

Thus for a BIBD, property (1) says that all the lines have the same number 

of points; property (2) says that each point is on the same number of lines: and 

property (3) sa.ys that ea.ch pair of distinct points are on the same number of 

lines. In Statistics. the elements of F are called 'varieties (or treatments) and the 

subsets B E B of V are blocks: r is the replication number or frequency. The word 

"balanced" is because of property (3), while ·'incomplete" refers to the condition 

k < v since it is required, in general, that each B E B is a. proper subset of V. 

There are another two parameters v = IVI and b = IBI. SO sometimes a. BIED 

is described as a (v, b, r, k, ).) design. 

._------------ ------
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(2.4) EXAMPLE. 

(1) Let V = {a,I,2,3,4,5,6}. The following are the blocks of a BIBD with 

parameters (v, b, r, k, >.) = (7,7,3,3,1). 

{I,2,4} 

{3,2,5} 

{3,6,4} 

{0.5A} 

{lo 5, 6} 

{0,2,6} 

{0,I,3} 

(2) Let V = {a,I,2,3,4,5}. The following are the blocks of a BIBD with 

parameters (v, b, r, k, >.) = (6,10,5,3,2). 

{a, 1, 2} {a,I,3} 

{2,3,4} {2,3,5} 

{4,5,a} {4,5,I} 

{a,2,4} {2,5,I} 

{O.3,5} {4.lo3} 

• 

We remark here that the first example can be obtained from the smallest pro

jective plane. It can also be obtained from a difference set. 

Let (V, 8, E) be a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k, >.). It is well-known that 

vr = bk and >.( v-I) = r( k -1). Therefore, once we know (t'. A~. >.) for a BIBD, the 

other two parameters are determined. So a BIBD is also called a (v. k. >.) design. 

But this does not mean there is only one BIBD with the parameters (11, b, r, ,,~, >.): 
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there may be nonisomorphic ones. Nor does it mean that there exist a BIBD with 

the parameters which satisfy these two equalities. 

BIBDs can be constructed from affine planes, projective planes, or Mobius 

planes over finite fields which utilize the lines or circles a::; blocks ([e93], §3). 

Another method of construction uses difference sets. It is not the author's intention 

to review those many techniques. The interested reader can find them among 

the references. For BIBDs, we refer to [An90], [BJLS5], [DS6], [DS92], [Ha86], 

[JoSO], [Ra71], [RHS6], [5587], [V67]~ and [WaSS]. For difference sets. one can find 

materials in recent surveys by Arasu ([Ar90]) or by Jungnickel ([Ju92]). 

§3. PBIBD (partially balanced incomplete block design) 

The idea of a PBIBD was introduced by Bose and Nair ([BN39], [BS52], or 

[NR42]). The investigation was mainly on PBIBDs with two associate classes. In 

this article we will introduce more general constructions. 

The definition of association scheme is a little complicated. 

(3.1) DEFINITION. 

Suppose V is a nonempty set. We need a partition of the collection of all 

two-element subsets of V. Let P2 CV) be the collection of all two-element subsets, 

i.e., P2(V) = {A ~ V IIAI = 2}. Suppose A = {A},A2, ... ,Am } is a partition 

of P2(V), so each Aj is a collection of two-element subsets of l/, and for each 

x, y E V with x i= y, there is exactly one Ai E A such that {x, y} E A.i. 

Let 1m = {1,2, ... ,m} and (h,i,j) E 1:n. For any {x,y} E A.h. define two sets 

.4hi(X,y) = {z E V I {x,z} E .4d, 

and 

Bhj(x,y) = {z E V I {y,z} E .4.j}. 

Then define 

- ..... __ ._- ----
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It may be that there is an integer pfj so that 

for every {x,y} E Ah. If the number pfj exists for every (h,i,j) E I!, then A 

is an association scheme on V, and those collections Ai E A are called associate 

classes. 

(3.2) EXAMPLE. 

Let V = {O,I,2,3,4,5}. The following is a partition A = {A],A2 ,A3 } of 

1'2(V). 

Al = {{O,I},{1,2},{2.3},{3,4},{4,5},{5,O}}. 

A2 = {{O,2},{1,3},{2,4},{3,5},{4.0},{5,1}}. 

A3 = {{O,3},{1,4},{2,5}}. 

One can check tllat P3 - p3 _.) p2 - pI - pI - 1,,2 _ pI _ pI _ p2 -
12 - 21 - -. 22 - 12 - 21 - Jll - 23 - 32 - 13-

P~l = 1, and remaining pfj = 0. Therefore A is an association scheme on V. • 

Many association schemes have been discovered. One can find several in Dey's 

book ([D86]). We also refer to [BCN89], [BI84], [ConS7], [JoSO], and [MS77]. 

(3.3) DEFINITION. 

Suppose (V, 8, E) is a tactical configuration with an association scheme A on 

V. Then (V,8, E,A) is a PBIBD(partially balanced incomplete block de.~ign) ifthe 

following two conditions are satisfied. 

(1) To each Ai E A, there is an integer ni so that for each x E V there are 

exactly ni distinct y E V such that {x, y} E .4.i. 

(2) To each .4.i E A, there is an integer Ai such that if {.1". y} E A. i , then .1." and 

y belong to exactly Ai distinct blocks of 8. • 

A PBIBD has the parameters (v, b. r, k) of the tactical configuration, the pa

rameters pfj of the association scheme, and the additional parameters ni and Ai. 



(3.4) EXAMPLE. 

Let V = {a, 1,2, 3,4,5}, and let 5 = {B}, B2, ... , B6}, where 

Bl = {a, 1,5}, 

B4 = {2,3,4}, 

B2 = {a, 1, 2}, 

Bs = {3,4,5}, 

B3 = {1,2, 3}, 

B6 = {0,4,5}. 
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Then (V, 5, E) is a tactical configuration with parameters (v, b, r, k) = (6,6,3,3). 

Together with the association scheme in (3.2), we have that (V, 5, E, A) is a PBIBD 

with the additional parameters (nl,n2,n3) = (2,2,1) and ().1,).2,).3) = (2,1,0) .• 

Although many association schemes have been known. not so many PBIBDs 

have been constructed. People were a.ttracted by PBIBDs with two associate 

classes. So more results are obtained on that part. In this dissertation, we will have 

a general method for constructing PBIBDs, most of them with several associate 

classes. For PBIBDs, we refer to [D86], [J080], [Ra71], [SS87], and [V67]. 

§4. Geometry in the Complex Plane 

It was not until the end of the eighteenth century that people began to ex

plore the mystery of complex numbers. In the nineteenth century, the geometrical 

representation of complex numbers was accepted by mathematicians extensively. 

However, it is not until this century that people notice that two planar nearrings 

(or a double planar nearring) play the important parts for the geometry in the 

complex plane. They give the interpretations of circles and rays, which people 

learn in the classical Euclidean plane. They also motivate some similar geometric 

aspects in finite fields. Later on, we will see how these ideas are related to block 

designs. 

Let (C, +,.) be the field of complex numbers. Today. we know well that any 

nonzero complex number a =;f z E C can be represented as 

z = Izl· 1:1. 

Roughly speaking, it is in the form of polar coordinates. That is, the structure 

of the group of nonzero complex numbers is C* = R+Sl, where R+ is the set of 

positive real numbers and S1 is the unit circle in the complex plane. 



(4.1) PROPOSITION. 

Define the operation 0 on the complex plane (C, +, .) by 

{ 

0, 
aob= a.b 

fai' 

Then (C, +, 0) is a (left) planar nearring. 

if a = 0; 

otherwise. 
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• 
One can see that the action of a nonzero a on a nonzero b rotates b with the 

angle of a centered at the origin, and still keeps the length of b. 

(4.2) PROPOSITION. 

Define the operation * on the complex plane (C, +, .) by 

Then (C, +, *) is a (left) planar nearring. • 
One can see that the action of a nonzero a on a nonzero b stretches the length 

of b with the multiple lal, and still keeps the direction of b from the origin. 

Therefore, we can use the above two planar nearrings to describe some parts of 

geometry in the complex plane, which are basically from circles and rays. We list 

some in the following. 

(4.3) EXAMPLE. 

(1) The circle C(a, b) with radius lal and centered at b is C* 0 a + b; 

(2) two circles C(a, b), C(c,d) intersect in two points if IC(a,b)n C(c,d)i = 2: 

(3) two circles C(a, b), C(c,d) are ta.'lgent to each other if IC(a,b)n C(c,d)1 = 
1; 

(4) two circles C(a, b), C(c, d) are separate if IC(a, b) n C(c,d)1 = o. 

(4.4) EXAMPLE. 

--7 

(1) The ray from a through b is a, b = C * (b - a) + a; 

(2) the line segment with endpoints a and b is 

_ --7 --7 

a, b = a, b n b, a = [C * (b - a) + a] n [C * (a - b) + b]; 
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(3) the line through a and b is 

- --+ --+ a, b = a, bUb, a = [C * (b - a) + a] U [C * (a - b) + bj; 

--+ --+ 
(4) two rays a, b, c, d have the same direction if (b - a) = i( d - c) for some 

i in R;.; 
--+ --+ --+ --+ 

(5) two rays a, b, c, d have the opposite direction if a, b and d, c have the same 

direction; 

- - --+ --+ --+ (6) two lines a, b, c, d are parallel if a, b, c, d have the same direction or a, b, 
--+ 
c, d have the opposite direction; 

(7) - - +----+ two lines a, b, c, d are orthogonal (or perpendicular to each other) if ia, ib, 

- ? c, d are parallel, where i- = -1. • 

Finally in this section, we remark that (C, +, *, 0) is a (left) double planar 

nearring ([C94]) meaning that both (C,+,*) and (C,+,o) are each (left) planar 

nearrings, as well as the following two left distributive la.ws for * and 0: 

a * (b 0 c) = (a * b) ° (a * c), 

ao(b*c) = (aob) *(aoc), 

for any a, b, c in C. 

§5. Circles in a Planar Nearring 

As we have seen in last section, the planar nearring (C, +, 0) gives a description 

for circles in the complex plane. One would hope for something similar in finite 

planar nearrings. 

First we state the connection between a finite planar nearring (N, +,.) and 

some BIBD. Let 

B = {N* a + b I a, bEN, a # O}. 

When we think of the planar nearring (C, +, 0) as a model, we use BO for the 

collection B, and the elements in 8° are circles in N. 
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(5.1) PROPOSITION. ([C92a], (5.4)) 

For a finite planar nearring (N, +,.), we have N*a + b = N*c + d if and only 

if b = d and N* a = N* c. 

(5.2) THEOREM. ([C92a], (5.5) or [C8Sa]) 

Given a finite planar nearring (N, +, .) constructed from the Ferrero pair (N, q> ), 

let 

BO = {N*a + b I a,b E N,a =fi OJ. 

Then (N,BO,E) is a BIBD with parameters v = INI, b = v(r - l)/k, T = v-I, 

k = IN* /=ml = 1q>1, and>' = k - 1. • 

In order to make a comparison with the construction later in (13.4) We state 

part of the above result in the following. 

(5.3) COROLLARY. 

Given a finite (left) nearfield (F, +, .) and a proper m'ultiplicative subgro'up 

q> < F*, let 

BO = {q>a + b I a, b E F, a =fi a}. 

Then (F,BO,E) is a BIBD with parameters v = IF I. b = v(v -l)/k, r = v-1. 

k = 1q>1, and>' = k - 1. 

(5.4) EXAMPLE. 

Let (N, +, .) be the planar nearring constructed from the Ferrero pair (Z7' q>') 

by the Ferrero Planar Nearring Factory, where (Z7, +,.') is the prime field of order 

7, (N,+) = (Z7,+), and q>' = {¢2,¢4,¢d which is isomorphic to the subgroup 

q> = {2, 4, I} of z.;. The following are the blocks in the BIBD constructed by the 

--- - _ .. _------------_._---
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above method, with its parameters (v, b, r, k, A) = (7,14,6,3,2). 

N*I + 0= {2,4, I} N*3 + 0= {6,5,3} 

N*I + 1 = {3,5,2} N*3 + 1 = {0,6,4} 

N*1 + 2 = {4,6,3} N*3 + 2 = {I, 0, 5} 

N*I+3={5,0,4} N*3 + 3 = {2, 1,6} 

N*1 + 4 = {6, 1,5} N*3+4= {3,2,0} 

N*1 + 5 = {0,2,6} N*3 + 5 = {4.3.1} 

N*1 + 6 = {1,3,0} N*3 + 6 = {5,4,2} 

• 
However, to make circularity more explicit, we need to define it in a way similar 

to that in the complex plane. 

(5.5) DEFINITION. 

A planar nearring (N, +,.) is called circ'ular if 

( 1) every three distinct points .r . .lJ, :: E J\i belong t.o at, most one 1"'· a + b: and 

(2) any two distinct points .s. tEN belong to at least two distinct circles 

N*aI + bI , N*a2 + b2 E BO. • 

Similarly, we have the notion for the circularity of BIBDs. 

(5.6) DEFINITION. 

A BIBD is circular if ). > 1, and every three distinct points belong to at most 

one block. • 

Therefore circular planar nearrings yield circular BIBDs. 

Circular planar nearrings and circular BIBDs constructed from them have been 

studied by Clay, Ke, and Modisett. We refer to [C92a]. [C92b]. [CSSa], [CSSe]. 

[C72], [Ke92]' and [MSS]. 

We mention here that Modisett gives a criterion for testing the circularity of 

planar nearrings. Based on this. a computer program for tf'stinp; thf' circularity of 

planar nearrings generated from a Ferrero pair (ZJl. <I?). p a prime. p < 65536. is 

available in Ke's dissertation ([Ke92]). 

------ --------



· .. _._ .. - --- ------- ----
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§6. Rays in a Planar Nearring 

In this section we will see how rays in a planar nearring are related to block 

designs. 

For a finite planar nearring (N, +,.) constructed from the Ferrero pair (N, ~), 

here we let 

B = {N a + b I a, bEN, a # O}. 

When we think of the planar nearring (e, +, *) as a model, we use If for the 
~ 

collection B, and the elements of B are rays in N. 

(6.1) THEOREM. ([C92a], (7.2)) 

Given a finite planar nearring (N. + .. ) with blocks 

~ . 
B ={Na+bla,bEN.a=/=O}. 

~ 

lei N a + b, N a' + b' E B. Then N a + b = N a' + b' if and only if 

(1) Na = Na', Na is a subgroup of(N,+), and b' - b E IVa; or 

(2) Na = Na', Na is not a subgroup of (N, +), and b = b'. I 

Any block of the form N a is called basic block. Suppose now we have is basic 

blocks which are subgroups of (.iV, +), and t basic blocks which are not subgroups. 

(6.2) THEOREM. ([C92aJ, (7.3)) 
~ 

The incidence str'ucture (N, B , E) is a tactical config'lLration with parameters 

v = INI, b = (vs)/k + tv, r = s + tk) and k = IN/=ml = I~I + 1. 

(6.3) THEOREM. ([C92aJ, (7.9) or [C88b]) 

Suppose each basic block ~V a is not a s'ubgro'up, i. e .. .:> = O. Then (.Y, If, E) is 

a BIBD with parameters v = INI, b = v(v -1)/(J.~ - 1). 1" = k(l1 - 1)/(k - 1). 

k = IN/=ml = I <I> I + 1, and A = k. 



----------------- - ----- -- -- -
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(6.4) EXAMPLE. 

Let (N, +, . ) be the planar nearring constructed from the Ferrero pair (Z7, <PI) by 

the Ferrero Planar Nearring Factory, where (Z7, +, ./) is a field, (N, +) = (Z7, +), 

and <P' = {¢>2, ¢>4, ¢>d which is isomorphic to the subgroup ~ = {2, 4, I} of Z;. 
The following are the blocks in the BIBD constructed by the above method, with 

its parameters (v,b,r,k,>') = (7,14,8,4,4). 

Nl + 0= {O,2,4, I} 

Nl + 1 = {1,3,5,2} 

Nl + 2 = {2.4.6.3} 

Nl + 3 = {3,5,0,4} 

Nl+4={4,6,1,5} 

Nl + 5 = {5,O,2,6} 

Nl+6= {6,1,3,0} 

N3 + 0= {0,6,5,3} 

N3 + 1 = {I, 0,6,4} 

N3 + 2 = {2.1.0.5} 

N3+3={3,2.1,6} 

N3 + 4 = {4. 3, 2, O} 

N3 + 5 = {5, 4, 3, I} 

N3 + 6 = {6, 5.4,2} 

• 
We are going to introduce a construction of PBIBDs from rays from a certain 

kind of planar nearring. First we need the association schemes. 

Suppose (N, +,.) is a finite planar nearring with exactly one basic block being 

a subgroup of (N,+), say Ng. Let A = {AI,Az }, where 

Al = {{x,y} E Pz(N) I x - Y E Ny} 

and 

.4.2 = P2(N) \ .'1.1 = {{.r,y} E P2(N) Ix - y ~ Xg}. 

(6.5) THEOREM. ([C92a], (8.26) 

Let (N, +,.) be a finite planar nearring with exactly one basic block Ny being a 

subgroup o/(N,+), and with A = {A 1 ,A.2 } defined as above. Let k = IN/=ml = 
IN gl. We have that (N, A) is an association scheme with parameters 

PI - k - .). 
11 - -, P~z =P~I = 0; 

? ? k Pi2 = P21 = . - 1; 

PI - v - k· 22 - , 
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(6.6) THEOREM. ([C92a], (8.27» 
--+ 

Let (N,+,·) and A be as in the above setting. Then (N, B ,E,A) is a PBIBD 

with parameters v = INI, b = f + tv, r = 1 + tk, k = IN/=ml = INgl, pt as in 

(6.5), nl = k - 1, n2 = v - k, Al = 1, and A2 = k. Note that t = IT/, where 

T = {Na I a =fi 0, Na is not a subgroup of (N, +)}. 

--- - -- --------
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CHAPTER II 

SEGMENTS AND LINES 

We begin to introduce the new results of this dissertation. In §7, the notion of 

segments is proved possible for certain finite planar nearrings. In §8, the connection 

between segments and BIBD construction is established. The part in connection 

with PBIBD construction is treated in §10, and before this we have new association 

schemes in §9. Finally in §11, we discuss the possibility that sometimes we can 

also define lines for finite planar nearrings, as well as the cOllllt:~rtion betweelllilles 

and block designs. 

§7. Segments 

When considering the possibility of defining (line) segments for a finite planar 

nearring (N, +,.) from the Ferrero pair (N,if!), one is naturally motivated by 

Example (4.4)(2). That is, 

- --- --a, b = a, b n b, a 

= [N(b - a) + a] n [N(a - b) + b] 

= [<l>(b - a) U {a} + a] n [<l>(a - b) U {OJ + bJ. 

However, we formulate it slightly in a different way, as the reader is going to see. 

In the general setting, let (V, + .. ) be a finite algebraic structure which is 

(A) a left nearfield; or 

(B) a field; or 

(C) a ring with identity. 

We will use (A) and (B) for BIBD construction in §8, while (C) is for PBIBD 

construction in §10. The main goal in this section is to establish Theorem (7.10), 

i.e., we will give the definition of segments, and show tha.t segments are determined 

by their endpoints. 
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Suppose there is a multiplicative subgroup q> with 

Zm \ {OJ rt q> :5 U(V), 2 

where U(V) is the set of units (or invertible elements) in V and m = charV is the 

characteristic of V. One can choose ci> in anyone of the following three ways. 

(a) Let ci> = q> U {OJ. 

(b) If V is a field or a ring with identity, and if 2i or _2; is not in q> for some 

i, then ci> can be any subset of q> U {OJ with the properties 

(i) 0,1 E ci>, and 

(ii) x E ci> :::} 1 - x E ci>. 

(c) If 1q>1 is odd, then one can choose any ci> ~ q> U {OJ such that (i) and (ii) 

of (b) are satisfied. • 

After we have ci>, we then can define the segments in V. 

(7.1) DEFINITION. 

For (b - a) E U(V), define3 the (line) segment a, b with elldpoints a and b as 

a, b = [(b - a)ci> + a] n [(a - b)ci> + b]. 

(7.2) LEMMA. 

Let S = ci> n (1 - ci>), then we have S = 1 - S = {x I x. 1 - x E ci> }. 

Note that in the choices (b) or (c) of ci>, we have S = ci> since ci> = 1 - ci> at this 

time. 

The following gives an equivalent definition for a, b. 

2Sometimes the requirement Zm \ {OJ C/: <I> is redundant; see Remark (7.13). 
3 For some other possible variation of the definition. see Remark (7.11). 



(7.3) PROPOSITION. 

a, b = (b - a)S + a = {(b - a)x + a I x,l - x E 4} for (b - a) E U(V). 

PROOF. Since 

we have 

(a-b)4+(b-a) 

=-(b-a)4+(b-a) 

=(b - a)(-4) + (b - a) 

=(b-a)(-4+1) 

=(b - a)(l- 4), 

a, b =[(b - a)4 + aJ n [(a - b)4 + bJ 
=([(b - a)4] n [(a - b)4 + (b - am + a 

=([(b - a)4] n [(b - a)(l - 4)]) + a 

=( b - a)[ 4 n (1 - 4)] + a 

=(b-a)S+a. 
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I 

Note that if (V, +,.) is a nearfield (F, +, .), we have applied the following in the 

above proof. 

(1) The left distributive law and not the right distributive law. 

(2) Theorem (1.8): x(-y) = (-x)y = -(xy). 

(3) Theorem (1.9): the additive group (F, +) is abelian. 

(7.4) COROLLARY. 

la,bl = lSI = I{(x,y) I x + y = 1, x,y E 4}1· 

PROOF. The first equality holds since the map x I--> (b - a)x + a from S to a, b 

is a bijection. The second equality is from 

S = 4 n (1- 4) = {;r.1 x, y = l-l: E 4}. 
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When x and y = 1- x are in 4>, and hence in S, we have 

(1) if x #- y, then (x,y) #- (y,x), so we have "two" pairs corresponding to 

these "two" elements in S; 

(2) if x = y = 1-x (so x = 2-1 ), then we have "one" pair (x, x) corresponding 

to this x in S. • 

Thus every segment has the same number of points. 

We have the following familiar geometric phenomena. 

(7.5) COROLLAR'l'·. 

(1) c(a, b) = ca,cb for any c in U(V). 

(2) a, b - c = (a - c), (b - c) for any c in 1/. 

PROOF. (1) 

(2) 

c(a, b) = c[(b - a)S + aj 

= (cb - ca)5 + ca 

= ca,cb. 

a, b - c = [(b - a)5 + aj- c 

=(b-a)5+(a-c) 

= [(b - c) - (a - c)j5 + (a - c) 

=(a-c),(b-c). 

(7.6) COROLLARY. 

0,1 = 5 = 1 - 5 = 1,0 = 4> n (1 - 4». 

PROOF. 5 = 4>n(1-4» is the definition in Lemma (7.2). 5 = 1-5 is proved in 

Lemma (7.2). From Proposition (7.3) we have 0, 1 = 5 and 1- 5 = -5 + 1 = 1, O. 

------- --- ._._------------



(7.7) PROPOSITION. 

a, b = b, a = a + b - a, b. 

PROOF. By definition we have 

a, b = [(b - a)~ + aJ n [(a - b)~ + b] 

and 

b,a = [(a - b)~ + bj n [(b - a)~ +a], 

so they are equal. By Proposition (7.3) we ha.ve 

a,b=(b-a)5+a 

= -(a - b)S + a 

= (a + b) - ((a - b)5 + b) 

= a + b - b,a 

= a + b - a,b 

since b,a = (a - b)5 + b from (7.3) and a,b = b,a in the a.bove. 
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• 
Now we are going to show a, b = c. d ¢:? {a. b} = {c. d}: that means any segment 

is determined by its endpoints, and that the endpoints are unique. First note that 

if a,b = c,d, then 

- 1-O,l=(b-a)- (a,b-a) 

= (b - a)-1 (c;d - a) 

= (b - a)-l (c - a), (b - a)-l (d - a). 

Therefore it is enough if we can show that there is no a, b such that 0,1= a, band 

{ a, b} #- {O, I}. Through the end of this section, we assume 

0,1 = a,b with {a, b} =J. {G, I} and (b - a) E U(Y), 

which is required by definition. This willlea.d to a contra.diction. So there can be 

no such a, b. 

-----------
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(7.8) LEMMA. 

S = Q,T = a, b = (b - a)S + a = (b - a)-l(S - a). 

PROOF. 0,1 = a, b is our assumption. a, b = (b - a)S + a is from Proposi

tion (7.3) and therefore S = 0,1. Consequently, 

S= (b-a)-l(S-a) 

since we have S = (b - a)S + a. 

(7.9) LEMMA. 

a+b=l. 

PROOF. Before starting the proof, we have to make some notation clear. For 

any x E V and any natural number kEN. J:J..~ denotes the addition of J..~ copies 

of x. This explanation is mainly for the case (A) when V is a (left) nearfield. in 

which only the left distributive law holds. For example, x + x = x· 1 + x . 1 = 
x . (1 + 1) = x . 2 = x2 in a nearfield; although we can still write "2x" for this 

meaning, it does not coincide with the notation for multiplication at this time. 

For cases (B) and (C) of V. we can write kx instead of :l.'h·. 

Proposition (7.7) says a, b = a + b - a, b; since S = 0, 1 = a, b, we have 

c E S =? (1) 1 - c E S and (2) a + b - c E S. 

Therefore a + b - 1 E S from (2) since 1 E S. Suppose 

then we have 

by (1). Therefore 

(a + b -l)k E S, 

1 - (a. + b - l)k E S 

a+b-(1-(a+b-1)k) 

=( a. + b - 1) + (a + b - 1 )J.~ 

=( a. + b - 1)( J.~ + 1) E S 
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by (2). Hence 

(a + b -l)n E S ~ 4> ~ ~ U {O}, for all n. 

Since Zm \ {O} % ~, we have a+b-1 = O. Suppose not, then we have a+ b-1 E ~ 

since a + b -1 E S and a + b -1,# O. Consequently, we obtain (a + b _1)-1 E ~. 

Multiplying (a + b - l)n with (a + b - 1)-1 on the left hand side, we get 

n = (a + b -1)-1[(a + b -l)n] E ~ U {O}, for any n E N. 

Therefore n E ~ for any 0 =f:. n E ZII/. a contradiction! 

(7.10) THEOREM. 

A ny segment is determined by its endpoints; that is, 

a.b = c.d ~ {a.b} = {r·.d}. 

PROOF. Following by the previous lemma, it suffices to show that 

S = 0,1 = a, (1 - a) with a rt {O, I} 

is impossible. First note that {a,l - a} ~ S \ {O} ~ ~ :5 U(V) since a '# 0,1; 

also 1 - a2 = (1 - a) - a = (b - a) E U(1/) is required. Lemma (7.8) says 

S = (b - a)-1(S - a) = (1 - a2)-1(S - a); since 0,1 E S. we have 

(1- a2)-1(-a), (1- a2)-1(1- a) E S ~ 4> ~ ~ U {O}. 

More explicitly, we obtain 

(1 - a2)-1( -a), (1 - a2)-1 (1- a) E ~. 

Since 1 - a E ~, we get (1 - a2)-1, and hence 1 - a2, is in <P. Therefore -a, and 

hence -1, is in <P since a E ~. This concludes the proof for choice (c) of 4>, since 

if I~I is odd and 2 =f:. 0 (by Zm \ {O} % ~), then -1 ~ <P. 

Now we have -1, 1 - a2, a2 - 1, a, -a are all in <P. We have the other two 

cases for the choice of 4>. 

-- - - ._-------------_ .. _---



Case (1): 

Case (2): 
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For choice (a) of 4>, we have 4> \ {O} = <.P, which is a multiplicative 

subgroup of U(V). Consider 

and 

s = Q,I = 4> n (1 - 4» = 4> n (1 + 4», 

S = a,(l- a) = [(1- a2)4> + a] n [(a2 -1)4> + (1- a)] 

= [4> + a] n [4> + (1 - a)], 

0, a = a4> n ( -a4> + a) = 4> n (4) + a). 

since we have 

4> = -4> = (1 - a2)4> = (a2 - 1)4> = a4> = -a4> 

by properties of a group . 

Since S ~ 4> and 5 ~ 4> + (J. w(' have 5 ~ o. a. Corollary (7.4) tf'll:-; u:-; that 

10,11 = 151 = 10,al: therefore We' haw' 0.1 = S = D.o. This contradict.s 

Lemma (7.9) since a =f. 1. 

In the choice (b) of 4> we require that 

Since a E S, we have 

(1 - 2a)a + a = 2( 1 - a)a E S ~ 4> ~ <.P U {O} 

by Lemma (7.8). Therefore 2 E <J? since a and 1 - a are in <.P and 2 =f. O. 

We have already shown that -1 E <.P. Consequently, 2i and _2i are all in 

<.P for every integer i. This ("ontradid:-; wi t hour l"<'ql1in'lll<'llt. 

-- .. ------------ -------
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Hence we conclude that any segment is determined by its elldpuints. 

(7.11) REMARK. 

When V is a "right" nearfield, a field, or a ring with identity, we can define 

a, b as we expect in the beginning. That is, for (b - a) E U(F), define the (line) 

segment a, b with endpoints a and b as 

a, b = [~(b - a) U {O} + a] n [~(a - b) U {O} + b] 

= [<i>(b - a) + a] n [4(a - b) + b]. 

After suitable modification of the above discussion, we can still conclude that any 

segment is determined by its endpoints. For example. Corollary (7.5)( 1) becomes 

for any c in U( 1/). • 
Now we have a more general definition for segments. Since we want this mainly 

for finite planar nearrings, combining similar result from the above remark, we 

state the following consequences. 

(7.12) THEOREM. 

Suppose (N, +,.) is a finite (left) planar nearring from a Ferrero pair (N = 'V, ~) 

such that 

(1) it is field generated; or 

(2) it is nearfield generated, say from (V = F, ~ )., and ~ <l F*; or 

(3) it is ring generated; 

and Z7n \ {OJ ~ <P ::; U(V). where m = charV. In each case. we can define 

segments in (N. +,.) by 

- -a, b = a, b n b, a 

= [N(b - a) + a] n [N(a - b) + b] 

= [~(b - a) U {OJ + a] n [<P(a - b) U {OJ + b]. 
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for (b - a) E U(V). If.' denotes the multiplication in V, then according to the 

corresponding part, a, b is 

[(b - a) .' Ii> U {OJ + a] n [(a - b)·' Ii> U {OJ + b) 

for (1), (2) and is 

[Ii>.' (b - a) U {OJ + a] n [Ii>.' (a - b) U {OJ + b] 

for (1), (2), and (3). • 
Finally, to end this section, \ve have :;01l1e remark:;. whieh llecu further iuve:;ti

gation. 

(7.13) REMARK. 

The requirement Zm \ {OJ ct Ii>. where m. = charV. is unnecessary in many 

situations. We explain some in the following. 

(1) If m. is not a prime, then the condition is redundant. sinc(" any element in 

Ii> has to be invertible. 

(2) If V is a finite field F with char F = p and IFI = pn, then Z; :5 Ii> if and 

only if p-1 divides 11i>1. Therefore if p-1 does not divide 11i>1, the condition 

is also redundant. If 9 is a primitive element of F*. then tho:;e :;ubgroup:; 

that contain Z* will cont.ain t.lw elf'nlC'llt (J(p" - 1)/(/'-1). whic'h is <I l)rimitin' P . 

element of Z;. TIm:; for Ii> = (gi) with g("(l(i.p" - 1) t (p" - l)/(p - 1). 

the condition i:; unnece:;:;ary. :;iu("(_' we hav<-, 

3x such that (giy = gix = g(P"-l)/(p-l) 

{::::::}3x such that ix == P"-II (mod pll - 1) 
p-

{::::::} gcd( i, p n - 1) I p;'~./, 

where gcd( a, b) denote:; the greatest common di vi:;or of u. and b. 
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(7.14) REMARK. 

Suppose V is a finite field F = GF(pCX). If we consider the second choice (b) 

of ~, then when 2 (or any number of the form ±2i for some i) is a primitive 

root in Z;, we can use any proper subgroup <P < F* which does not contain Z;, 

i.e., (p - 1) f /4>/. This would yield a iot of choices of 4 if the conjecture in the 

next remark is true. However, it is still unknown if 2 can be a primitive root of 

infinitely many fields. We have the following conjecture from Artin: every integeT, 

not equal to -1 01' to a squaTe, is a primitive Toot of infinitely many primes ([Sh85], 

Conjecture 13). 

(7.15) REMARK. 

In Corollary (7.4) we have 

/a,b/ = /5/ = /{(x,y) / x + y = 1, x,Y E 4}/. 

Thus it involves some calculation in order to get la, b/ when 4 = <P U {OJ. In 

particular, when V is a prime field ZI' and <1> is the largest (in size') proper subgroup. 

i.e., /<1>/ = (p - 1)/2, first inspectioll from experiment tells us that 151::::::: p/4. i.{' .. 

/5///<1>/ ::::::: 1/2. We list some data in the following. 

p: /5/ p: /5/ p: /5/ p: /5/ p: /5/ 

5:2 19: 6 41 : 11 61: 16 83: 22 

7:3 23: 7 43: 12 67: 18 89: 23 

11: 4 29: 8 47: 13 71 : 10 0- .)-I : _0 

13: 4 31: 9 53: 14 73: 19 101: 2G 

17: 5 37: 10 59: 16 79: 21 103: 27 

Define Tp = /5///<1>/ ::::::: 2/5//p. Since we do not know whether limp_co Tp exists or 

not, one may conjecture that 

1· < 1 -1· ImTp _ 2 $ ImTp 

and lim Tp -lim Tp is small in some sense: for example. lim 1'" -lim 1'" < f = 10-10 . 
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§8. BIBD Construction 

We have shown that segments are defined in many situations in the previous 

section. Here we are going to introduce some BIBD construction from segments. 

To begin with, let's summarize some results from the prf'\'ious sf'ction. 

We assume (F, +,.) is a finite left nearfield in this section. Of course it can be 

a finite field; so we have lots of examples. Suppose there is a proper multiplicative 

subgroup ~ with 

z; 1: ~ < F*. 

where p = char F. In many situations the requirement Z/7 1: ~ is redundant; see 

Remark (7.13)(2). One can choose <i> in anyone of the following three ways. 

(a) Let <i> = ~ u {a}. 

(b) If F is a finite field. and if 2i or _2i is not in ~ for some i. r.hen 4 can bf' 

any subset of 4.> U {a} with the properties 

(i) 0,1 E 4, and 

(ii) x E <i> ::;. 1 - x E <i>. 

(c) If 14.>1 is odd, then one can choose' any <i> ~ q> U {OJ snch that (i) amI (ii) 

of (b) are satisfied. • 

After we have <i>, the segment a, b with endpoints a and b is defined as 

a, b = [(b - 0.)4 + oj n [(a - b)<I> + b] 

for a 1= b. In the previous section, we showed that 

a. b = c. d <=> {a.. b} = {c. d}. 

Let 

B = {a, b 1 0. 1= b, a. b E F}. 

We begin to explore some properties of the collection B of segments. 

-- - - ._--------
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(8.1) LEMMA. 

For any c E F, the number of segments in B containing c is the same as the 

number of segments in B containing O. 

PROOF. Consider 

B - c = {~ - c I al =fi bl, aI, bl E F} 

= {( al - c), (bt - c) I al =fi bl, aI, bl E F} 

= {a, b I a =f:. b, a, bE F} 

=B. 

Therefore, c belongs to r segments of B if and only if 0 belongs to r segments of 

B. Thus our statement holds. 

(8.2) LEMMA. 

Every pair {c, d}, c =f:. d, is a subset of the same number of segments of B as 

{O,1} is. 

PROOF. Consider 

(d - c)-l(B - c) = {(d - C)-l(ctJ' - c) I a' =f:. b', al ,bl E F} 

= {(d-e)-l(a' -e),(d-c)-l(b' -e) I a' =f:. bl, a',b' E F} 

= {a, b I a =I- b, a, bE F} 

=8. 

Therefore {c, d} is contained in ). segments of B if and only if {O, 1} is contained 

in). segments of B. 

(8.3) THEOREM. 

(F, B, E) is a BlED with parameier$ v = IFI. b = dl~-I). 

I {( x, y) I x + y = 1, x, Y E 4> nand ). = k( k
2
-1l . 

k(v-l) 
r = -2-' / .. -

PROOF. From the above two lemmas we have that (F.B. E) is a BIED. It is 

clear that v = IFI, and we have b = V(V;l) segments in B. Therefore r = k(V
2
-1) 

and), = k(k
2
-l) since we have the formulas vr = bJ.~ and ).(v -1) = r(k -1), which 

are valid for any BIBD. Note that k is from Corollary (7.4). 

-- - - -------------------
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(8.4) EXAMPLE. 

Let F = Z7 and <1> = {2,4, I}. The following are the blocks in a BIBD with pa

rameters (v, b, r, k,).) = (7,21,9,3,3), which is constructed by t.he above method. 

{0,1,4} {0,1,2} {0,3,5} 

{1,2,5} {1,2,3} {1,4,6} 

{2,3,6} {2,3,4} {2,5,0} 

{3,4,0} {3,4,5} {3,6,1} 

{4,5,1} {4,5,6} {4,0,2} 

{5,6,2} {5,6,0} {5,1,3} 

{6,0,3} {6,0,1} {6,2,4} 

• 

The following i::; the ma.il! re::;ult for the choice t b) of 4. 

(8.5) THEOREM. 

For a finite field (F, +,.) with char F = p a.nd Z; i <1> < F'" s1Lch that 1<1>1 is odd 

or3x ~ <1> oftheform±2i forsomei, letk = I{(.r,y) I.r+y = 1, J.',y E <1>u{O}}I· 

(1) If k is odd, let 2 ~ k' ~ k (2- 1 E <1> for this case). 

(2) If k is even, let 2 ~ k' ~ k with k' e·uen. 

Let 4 be chosen as in choice (b) such that 141 = k'. Then (F, B, E) is a BIBD 

with parameters v = IFI, b = V(V
2
-1) , r = k'(~-l), k', and), = k'(k~-l). In fact, 

there are many choices for 4 as follows. 

(i) In (1), we have C( k2'3, k';3) choices of ~ with respect to k' if k' is odd, 

and C( k2'3 , ; - 1) choices if k' is even. 

(ii) In (2), there are C( ~ - 1, ; - 1) choices of 4 'with re,~pect to 1/. • 

However, we do not know how many BIBDs t.here r<-'ally arC' up t.o isomorphism 

in this kind of construction. 

----------
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(S.6) EXAMPLE. 

Consider Z23, for which 5 is a primitive root; that is Z23 = (5). We have a 

proper subgroup 

~ = (2) = {2,4,S,16,9,IS,13,3,6,12,1}. 

Since I~ I = 11 is odd and 

[~ U {O}] n [1- (~ U {O})] = {12, 0, 1,6, IS, S, 16}, 

we obtain 6 choices of k' which yield BIBDs with parameters 

(S.7) PROPOSITION. 

( b k \ ) (')3'Y 3 .).).) 1 ) V, ,1", ,,/\ = _ ,_i) , __ ,_, • 

(23.253.33.3. 3). 

(23,253,44,4, 6), 

(23,253,55,5,10). 

(23,253.66.6. 15). 

(')3 ')53 -- - ')1) or _ , _ " " I, _ . 

Let Zp be a prime field. If 2 (or any number of the form ±2i for some i) is a 

primitive root of Z;, then we can use any proper subgroup ~ < Z;. So we have 

many choices of it! in (b). I 

A more general situation is stated in Remark (7.14). 

(S.S) EXAMPLE. 

Consider Z29. We ha.ve that. 2 is a primitivE' root: that is Z;!) = (2). Then'forc~. 

if we use the proper subgroup 4? = (4) of order 14. then 

~ = {4,16,6.24,9,7,28.25,13,23,5.20.22.1}. 

Since 

[~U {OJ] n [1 - (~U {O})] = {O, 1,5,25,6,24, /, 23}, 



we obtain four choices of k' which yield BIBDs with parameters 

(v,b,r,k,).) =(29,406,28,2,1), 

(29,406, 56,4, 6), 

(29,406, 84,6,15). 

or (29,406,112,8,28). 

The following is from Shanks' book ([Sh85], Theorem 39). 

(8.9) LEMMA. 
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I 

If p and q = 2p + 1 are both odd primes.4 -4 is a. prim.iti·(I(: root of Zq. I 

The following is a rich source for BIBDs using Theorem (8.5). 

(8.10) PROPOSITION. 

If p and q = 2p + 1 are both odd primes, then for any multiplicative subgroup 

cI> of the Galois field GF(qO') 'which does not contain the s·ubgro·up Z;. i.e .. 2p = 
(q - 1) t I q> I, we can alwa.ys make the choice (b) of 4 in the construction. I 

We need to quote something about quadratic residues from number theory. Let 

m be a nonzero integer. For any integer a such that gcd( o. III) = 1. a is called a 

quadratic residue modulo m if the congruence :r2 == a (mod m) has a solution. If 

it has no solution, then a is called a quadratic nonresidue modulo m. In particular, 

if m is an odd prime q, then the Legendre Symbol (~) is defined to be 1 if a is a 

quadratic residue, -1 if a is a quadratic nonresidue. 

(8.11) LEMMA. ([NZM91]. Theorem 3.1(5). Theorem 3.3) 

Let q be an odd prime, then 

(1) (~l) = (_1)(q-l)/2. 

(2) (~) = (_1)(q2- 1)/8. I 

4 As Shanks said, it is still unknown if there exist infinitely many pairs of this kind. A prime p 
is called a Sophie Germain prime if 2p + 1 is also a prillle; it is Sophie Genuain who brought the 
connection between this kind of pl'imes and Fermat's Last Theorem ([Ri89), Chapter 5, Section 
II). 

---- - ---------------
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Therefore 2 is a quadratic residue of primes of the form 811. ± 1 and a quadratic 

nonresidue of primes of the form Sh ± 3. 

(S.12) COROLLARY. 

Suppose p = 4h + 3 and q = 2p + 1 = 8h + 7 are both prim.e.~. For any natural 

number <l, let <i> = {a, 1, ~} S;; GF(qCX) = F. We have that (F, S, E) is a BIBD 

with parameters v = (Sh + 7)cx, b = V(V
2
-1), r = 3(V;}). k = 3. a.nd ), = 3. 

PROOF. By the previous lemma we know that 2 is a quadratic residue. There

fore 

for some x, by Fermat's Theorem. So 2, and hence 1, is in a proper subgroup <P 

of order p. Thus either by the argument that 1<1>1 is odd or by applying Proposi

tion (8.10), we can choose <i> = {a. L t} in the construction. 

• 

Later in Proposition (13.10) we will see a generalized version of this corollary. 

§9. Association Schemes 

We have seen many cases of BIBDs derived from segments in finite fields in the 

last section. Then how about those segments in finite rings'! The question will be 

resolved in the next section. Before that, we construct new association schemes 

from rings. 

We assume that (R, +, .) is a finite ring with identity 1. 

(9.1) DEFINITION. 

Define'" on R'" = R \ {O} by '~1 '" 82 if there is bE U{R) such that b81 = 82. 

(9.2) PROPOSITION. 

'" is an equivalence relation on R* = R \ {O}. 

PROOF. 

(1) 8 E R'" ::} 18 = 8 ::} 8 '" s; 

-- - - ----- --------- --- ----
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(2) S1 '" S2 =? :3b E U(R) such that b.5} = .52 =? b-} S2 = 81 =? 82 '" S}; 

(3).5} '" .52,82'" 83 =? :3b},b2 E U(R) such that b].,] = .,:!.b".!·~2 = '<;3 => 

(b2bI).51 = b2(b181) = b282 = 83 =? 81 '" 83· • 

Suppose'" induces T distinct equivalence classes. Let 8}, 82, ... , Sr be repre

sentatives of these T distinct equivalence classes. Define 

Ai = {{x,y} I (y - x) '" 8d for i = 1,2 ..... T. 

Then we will prove that 

A = {Ai I i = 1,2 ..... T} 

is a partition of P2(R) = {{x, y} I x =1= y, x, Y E R}. 

(9.3) PROPOSITION. 

A is a paTtition ojP2(R) = {{x.y} 1.1' =1= y. :c.y E R}. 

PROOF. Define "'2 on P2 (R) by 

Note that this definition is independent of order. That is, if {.2'l,yd '""2 {a:2,Y2}, 

then {x},yd "'2 {Y2,X2}, {Y1. x d '""2 {X2.Y2}. and {Yl·:rd '""2 {Y2.:r2}. It 

suffices to show that "'2 is an equivalence relation on P2(R) since A is the partition 

induced by '""2. Thus: 

(1) {.1:. Y} '""2 {.2'. y} sim'(' (!J - .r) '" (y - .r): 

(2) {Xl, YI} '""2 {X2, Y2} => (YI - .1"]) '" (Y:! - .I":!) => \!J".! - .r:!) ""' (Yl - .1"]) => 

{X2,Y2} "'2 {xI,yd; 

(3) {xI,yd "'2 {X2,Y2}, {X2,Y2} '""2 {X3,Y3} => (Yl - .1"1) ""' (Y2 - xz)· (yz -

X2) '" (Y3 - X3) =? (YI - .1:}) '" (Y3 - .1'3) => {.rl' YI} "'2 {.2'3, Y3}. • 

Naturally, we have T ~ 2 if R is not a division ring. See Proposition (9.6) for 

some discussion of IAI on the commutative rings Zm. 
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(9.4) THEOREM. 

(R, A) is an association scheme. 

PROOF. Suppose {x,y} and {x',y'} in Ah, and there are l. distinct elements 

Zl,Z2, ••• ,Ze E R such that 

Since {x, y}, {x', y'} E Ah, we have (y-x) '" (y' -x'); therE"for(-' there is abE U( R) 

such that b(y - x) = y' - x'. SO y' = b(y - x) + x'. Let z~_ = b(z/.- - x) + x'. then 

{x', zk} E Ai. On the other hand, we have 

Zk = b( Zk - .z:) + ;1J 

= b((Zk - .11) + (.11 - x)) + :1: ' 

= b( Zk - y) + b(y - x) + x' 

= b( Z k - y) + y'. 

Therefore {y', zk} E A-j. We get distinct =~, z;, ... ,=~ E R such that {.r', =U EA., 

and {y', zk} E Aj. Conversely, if there are distinct z~. z2 ..... zz.. E R such that 

{x', zk} E A.i and {y'. z,J E A.j. then at. least WE" havE" L dist.inct Zk such that 

{x, zk} E Ai and {y, zd E .4j. Therefore C = L and p~j = {; exists for any 

(h,i,j) E I!. I 

The structure of this association scheme (R. A) is so nat. ural t.hat it satisfies a. 

further property. 

(9.5) PROPOSITION. 

For each Ai: there is an integer nj so that for each x E R there are exactly ni 

distinct y E R such that {x,y} E Ai.5 

PROOF. Suppose x E R and there are e distinct Yk such that. 

{x,yk} E Ai for k = 1,2, ... ,e. 
SIn fact, let Wi = I{b E U(R) I bSi = sdl and n = IU(R)1. then ni = IU(R)Sil = ~'i from the 

proofs of Proposition (14_5) and Proposition (1.1.6). 
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Therefore, for any x' E R, we have at least 

f. distinct Y~ = Yk + (x' - x) such that {x', y~.} E Ai. 

Conversely, if there are L distinct Y~ such that {x', Y~} E Aj, then we can have at 

least L distinct Yk such that {x,yd E Ai, by the same argument. Hence e = L 

and ni = f.. exists for each Ai. 

(9.6) PROPOSITION. 

Let Zm be the commutative ring of integers modulo m, where m = pfl p~2 ... p~( . 

Then we have 

JAJ = T = (al + 1)( a2 + 1) ... (at + 1) - 1. 

PROOF. First we know there are exactly 

T = (n 1 + 1)( O:z + 1) ... (0 ( + 1) - 1 

proper divisors of m. Any element. in Z;, is equiva.lt"nt t.o sornt" divisor. sinct" if 

gcd( c, m) = g. then c '" g. Thus there are at most T associate' <"1a..,;s(-'s. Therefore' 

it suffices to show that any two divisors are not equivalent. SllPPOS(" not. let c and 

d be two distinct divisors of m with e '" d. Then there is abE U(Zm) such that 

be == d (mod m). Consequently, the equation 

CJ.· == d (mod /I t.) 

has a solution b. From the necessary and sufficient condition we have 

e = gcd(c, m) J d. 

On the other hand, the equation 

d:r == (' (mod Ill.) 

also has a solutioll b- 1 sillce b-1d == (' (mod /11). Agaill. we lla\'(' 

d = gcd(d, m) J c. 
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Therefore c I d and die as natural numbers, so c = d; a contradiction! I 

In particular, the commutative ring Zpn of integers modulo pn. p a prime and 

n ;::: 2, yields an association scheme with n associate classes. 

(9.7) REMARK. 

In Definition (9.1), if we start by defining'" on R* = R \ {O} as ,03 1 '" ,032 if there 

is abE U(R) such that $1 b = $2, then we can get another association scheme 

when R is a non commutative ring. Note that b is on the right side of $1' Further 

investigation for the difference between these two association schemes is needed. 

§10. PBIBD Construction 

As in Section 7, we assume here tha.t. (F = R. + .. ) is a finit.e ring with identit.y 

and charR = m is odd. Let v = IRI. R = {n!.a.2 ..... a.,.}. and n = IU(R)I. ThE' 

reason for m odd is if R = Zm with m even, we can only haw' 4 = {O, I}, since 

those elements in U(Zm) are of odd parity and the sum of two odd integers is even. 

In Proposition (10.4), we have the other reason for this. 

Note that n is even since for .r E U(R) there is a correspondencf'.r ...... -.1' and 

x = -x if and only if char R = 2. 

which we have avoided. Let 11.
1 = nj2. We have 1{±b}1 = 2 for auy b E U(R), and 

IU(R)I = 2n l = n. One can write 

,,' 
U(R) = U{±bd 

i=I 

for suitable indexing and choice of bI , b2 , ..• , bn ,. Let T = {bI , b2 , ••• , bn , }. Then 

we obtain T U (-T) = U(R). where U dellote's disjoillt llllioll. 

Suppose we have a multiplicatin' subgroup 4> with 2/11 \ {OJ % 4> ::; U(R). 

Choose 4 as in Section 7. Recall t.hat. 

a, b = [(b - a)4 + a] n [(a - b)4 + bj 

for (b - a) E U(R). Let 

(*1) B = {a, b I a, b E R, (b - a) E U (R) }. 
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(10.1) THEOREM. 

(R, B, E) is a tactical configuration with parameters v = IRI, b = vzn, r = kzn, 

and k = I{(x,y) I x + y = 1, x,y E 4>}I, where n = IU(R)I. 

PROOF. We claim that 

n' 

B= U{O,bi+aj 1i=1,2, ... ,v}. 
i=l 

and 

b = IBI = vn'. 

To make sure of this we have to show (1) and (2) below. 

(1) a, b = 0, bi + aj, for some bi E T and aj E R. 

It is because 

a, b = 0. b - a + a = 0. a - b + b 

and either a - bET or b - a E T. 

(2) For any bil , bi2 E T and ajl' ah E R, ajl' bil + ajl = aj2' bi2 + a12 if and 

only if i l = i2 and jl = j2' 

Suppose not, then we have ajl = bi2 + ah and bil + ajl = ah' Therefore 

ajl = bi2 + (bil + aJI ) and thell bi2 = -bil . This cOl1tra<iict.s our choice of 

bi. 

It remains to show that every point c belongs to the same number of segments in 

Bas ° does and this is the same as Lemma (8.1), i.e., B - c = B. • 

Similar to Lemma (8.2), we have tha.t {c, d}, \vhere (d - c) E U( R), appears the 

same number of times as {O, I} does. However, it often ha.ppens that there are c. 

din 0,1 such that (d - c) rt. U(R). So we have 

(10.2) PROPOSITION. 

If we have (d - c) E U(R) for any c, d. c =1= d, in 0,1, then (R, B, E) is a tactical 

configuration such that if {a. b}. a =1= b. appears in som.e $egm.ent. then it appears 

. 1 \ h \ k(k-lJ m exact y A segment,~. were A = -2-' • 

-- - - ------------
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For example, R = Z15, q? = {1,4,8}, then we have 0,1 = {O. L8}. 

Recall that {S1, S2, .•• , ST } is the set of representatives of the c:'quivalence classes 

of "", which is defined in (9.1). And A = {A.1 , ••• ,A.r } is the association scheme 

on R, given by Theorem (904). 

(10.3) LEMMA. 

ForanysE{Sl,S2, ... ,Sr} andbEU(R), we have 

! {t E T ! ts = ±s}! = 1 {tt E T ! tt S = ±bs} I. 

PROOF. Consider 

bT u (-bT) = U(R) = T u (-T) 

and for any t E T such that ts = ±s, we have 

(bt)8 = b(ts) = ±bs, 

(-bt)s = -b(ts) = ±b.:;, 

where either t l = bt E Tor tl = -bt E T. Thus we have a one to one map t 1-+ f. 

The surjective part is established by b-1tl E Tor -b-1tl E T if fl E T. • 

Define 

Wj = I{t E T I t.'3j = ±·~;}I 

and 

Ai = Wi .!{{x,y} ~ Q,T! {x,y} E Ad!· 

(lOA) PROPOSITION. 

If {x,y} E A.k. then {;r.y} i.~ o. MLbM~t of exa.ctly Ak $e9m.e11.t.~ ofS. 

PROOF. Consider B = U;~1{0,bi + aj I j = 1,2, ... ,r} in Theorem (l0.1) 

again. Suppose P = {e, d} ~ 0,1 and {c. d} E .4.k. We han' d - (" = O':;k for som(' 

a E U(R). Therefore 

(1) biP + aj = {bie + aj, bid + aj} ~ 0, bi + OJ: alld 

(2) (bid + aj) - (bie + aj) = bi(d - e) = (biCl")Sk. 

Consequently. {bie + aj. bid + aj} E A~ .. 

-- . - ----------
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So any pair {x, y} in Ak and contained in some segment can be obtained from 

some pair {e, d} in Ak with {c, d} ~ 0, 1. Since 

any two different pairs {el,dd, {c2,d2} which are subsets of 0,1 and both belong 

to Ak will produce two different pairs in each segment. 

Let's consider the pairs in the following matrix. 

b1P+aI, b2P+al, ,bn,P+a) 
b1P+a2. b2P+oZ ' ,bll,P + U"L 

Each pair is in its corresponding segment 0, bi + aj. Now \ve \vant to calculate how 

many of the above pairs can be {x, y}. First note that 

y -.z; = ±b(d - c) = ±b(a~k) 

for some bET. V\Te claim that there is at most one pair of {.r. y}. produ("f'cl 

by {e, d}, which can be in each column of the above matrix. To prove this. let 

us focus on some column, say the ith one. If the pair {J:, y} occurs twice, thell 

{x, y} + a = {x, y} for some a E R. We have two cases. 

(i) If x = x + a, then a = O. 

(ii) If x = y + a and y = .1" + a. then 2a = O. which we have avoided. since 

char R = m is odd. 

Therefore it is impossible to have t.wo occurrellces of the pair {.r.!J}. produced by 

{c, d}, in the same column. And {.r. y} is in t.he COlUlllll cOlT(-'spouding t.o bi if 

and only if bi(d - c) = ±(y - .r). so tha.t if bie + aJ = .r. t.hCll bid + oJ = y. or if 

bie + aj = y, then bid + aj = x. Thus we are asking how many bi E T can be such 

that bi(ask) = ±b(ask); so (bia:)Sk = ±(ba)sk. Let til = biO' and fj = ba E U(R). 

Then we have 

I{bi E T I (bia')~k = ±,:3·~dl 
=I{t" I til Sk = ±!3sk, til = bia:, bi E T} I 

=I{tl E T I tlsk = ±!3sdl, 

-- - - -----------
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since exact one of til or _til is in T and (-tll)Sk = ±/3sk if and only if til Sk = ±/3sk. 

By Lemma (10.3) we have that {x,y} appears in exactly "",'k = I{t E T I tSk = 
±sdl segments and any other pair in Ak does, also. This result comes from one 

pair {c, d} which is a subset of O. 1 and belong to Ak. Therefore we have that any 

pair in Ak is a subset of 

(*2) 

segments of B. 

(10.5) COROLLARY. 

We have 

(1) ~ Ai = k(k - 1) 
Lw' ? 
i=l 1 -

PROOF. (1) is from (*2) in the above proof; (2) is from the matrix (bi P + oJ) 

in the above proof. • 

As a result of the above develuplllellt. we have 

(10.6) THEOREM. 

(R,B,E,A) is a PBIBD where B is from (*1) in the beginning of this section, 

A is from Proposition (9.3); the p~j are as in Theorem (904): the Ai are from 

Proposition (lOA), and the ni are a.s in Proposition (9.5). I 

The following is the main result for our second choice (b) of 4. 

(10.7) THEOREM. 

Suppose (R, +, .) is a finite ring with identity and char R = TTl. is odd. If there 

is a q> with Zm \ {O} c;;, q> ::; U(R) such that 1q>1 is odd or 3x (j. q> of the form ±2 i 

for some i, let k = I{(x,y) 1;2: + y = L ;r,y E q> U {O}}I. 

(1) If k is odd, let 2::; k' ::; k (2- 1 E q> for this case). 

(2) If k is e·uen. let 2 ::; /.,1 ::; /.. a.nd 2 I /"'. 

-------- .-- ---- -------- ---- ._--- -- --



In either case, there exists a P BIBD with the association scheme A and the pa

rameters v = IRI, b = v
2
n, r = k;n, and k'. In fact, there are many choices of 

4. In (1), -we have C( k;3, k';3) choices of 4 with respect to k' if k' is odd, and 

C(k;3, -;' -1) choices ifk' is even. In (2), there are C(~ -1, ':; -1) choices. I 

Let's consider the commutative ring Zpo, p an odd prime. Suppose that :2 (or 

any number of the form ±2i for some i) is a primitive rout ill U(Zpo). For any 

finite ring R with charR = pOt, when we consider the second choice (b) of 4, we 

can use any proper subgroup q> < U(R) which does not contain U(Zpa). This 

would yield a lot of choices for 4 as well as their corresponding PBIBDs. 

Can we have similar result as Proposition (8.1O)? Perhaps. but we can not 

reach a conclusion at this time. The following is what we have tried. Firstly, we 

have: 

(10.8) PROPOSITION. ([NZM91]. Theorem 2.40) 

If q is an odd prime and 9 is a primiti-ve root mod-ulo q"2, then 9 is a primiti-ve 

root modulo qO for a: 2: 3. I 

Since we already have Lemma (8.9), the problem arises bet.ween q (0 = 1) and 

q2 (a: = 2): if p and q = 2p + 1 are both odd primes. is it always true that -4 is 

a primitive root modulo q2? 

(10.9) LEMMA. ([NZM91], Theorem 2.8) 

Euler's generalization of Fermat's theorem. 

If(a,m) = 1, then a4>(m) = 1 (mod m). 

(10.10) LEMMA. ([NZM91], Corollary 2.32) 

If(b,m) = L then the order ofb mod-ulo m di-uides <1>(111)_ 

If q = :2p + 1 is a prime. then by Euler's Theorem w(-' haw 

(_4)q-l = 1 (mod q). 

22p = 2q
-

1 = 1 (mod q), 

I 

- -------------------- --- - -- ------------- -------
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and also 

If it happens that -4 is not a primitive root modulo q2, then we have 

by the above lemma and Lemma. (8.9). Thus 

Therefore 

(2p + 1)2 I (21' - 1)(21' + 1)(22
1' + 1). 

Since (2p + 1) I (22p - 1) is true, so (2p + 1) t (22P + 1). Hence we ha.ve 

(10.11) CONJECTURE. 

For any prime p, if2p + 1 is also prime, then (2p + 1)2 t (22p 
- 1). 

(10.12) CONSEQUENCE OF THE CONJECTURE. 

If p and q = 2p + 1 are both odd primes, then for any rrwliiplicati'ue proper 

subgroup cf? of the ring Zq'" Q' ~ 2. we can alway:.; mah: th(~ choice (b) of ~ in § 7 

for constructing a PBIBD. 

We have the following theorem frum Euler. 

(10.13) THEOREM. ([HW79j. Theorem 103) 

If h ~ 2 and p = 4h + 3 is prime. then 

2p + 1 is prime if and only if 21' == 1 (mod 2p + 1). 

By a similar proof as in Hardy & Wright's book, we obtain 

-------------------------~~~--~-~ _.-

I 

• 

----------~-
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(10.14) THEOREM. 

If h ;::: 1 and p = 4h + 1 is prime, then 

2p + 1 is prime if and only if 2P == -1 (mod 2p + 1). 

• 
Part of the above two theorems can also be obtained from Theorem 18 in 

Shanks's book. Therefore we have a refinement of Conjecture (10.11). 

(10.15) MODIFIED CONJECTURE. 

If p and 2p + 1 are both primes, then 

(1) if p is of the form 4h + 3. then (2p + 1) /I (2P - 1): 

(2) if p is of the form 4h + 1. then (2p + 1) /I (2P + 1). 

(10.16) REMARK. 

A prime q satisfying the congruence 

is called a Wieferich prime dRi89], Chapter 5, Section III). \IVieferich related it 

to Fermat's last theorem in 1909. Meissner discovered in 1913, and Beeger in 

1922, that q = 1093 and 3511 are \,iieferich primes ([RiS9]. p.264). Lehmer has 

shown in 1981 that the only \Vieferich primes q < 6 X 109 are these two ([L81]). 

Since (q - 1)/2 are not primes for these two Wieferich primes, therefore we have 

already lots of PBIBDs in the construction, as stated in the next proposition. As 

to whether there are infinitely many Wieferich primes or not. it remains a question. 

(10.17) PROPOSITION. 

Conjecture (10.11) and Modified Conjecture (10.15) a.re trlLe for any prime p 

less than 3 x 109 , and therefore (10.12) holds for any prime p in this range. 
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§11. Lines and Block Designs 

In this section we consider the possibility of defining lilles for a finite planar 

nearring (N, +,.) from the Ferrero pair (N, ~). We have the motivation from the 

planar nearring (C, +, *) of the complex plane in Example (4.4)(3). That is, 

+--+ ~ ~ 
a, b = a, bUb, a 

= [N(b - a) + a] U [N(a - b) + b] 

= [~(b - a) U {O} + a] U [~(a - b) U {O} + b]. 

We can also refer to the derivation in §7. Still. we formulate it in a different way. 

In the general setting, let (F, +, .) be a finite algebraic structure which is 

(A) a left nearfield (or just afield): or 

(B) a ring with identity. 

We will use (A) for BIBD construction later on. while (B) is for PBIBD con

struction. 

The main goal in this section is to establish Theorem (11.10). i.e .. we will give 

the definition of lines, and show that a. line is uniquely determined by the unique 

segment (in Theorem (7.10» it contains. Moreover, we will ha.ve the constructions 

of block designs connected with lines in Theorem (11.16) and Theorem (11.21). 

(11.1) DEFINITION. 

Let V be as in the above setting. Suppose there is a proper subgroup ~ of U(V) 

such that6 

(1) ~ < U(Zm), where m = charV. and 

(2) -1, 2 E ~. 

If V is a ring R as in case (B). WE' further require that 

(3) 1 - ~ £; U(Zm) U {O}, i.e., ~ corresponds to a regular group of automor

phisms on R. 
t--t 

Then, for (b- a) E U(V), we can define the line a. b passing t.hrough a and b as -a,b = [(b - a)~ + aJ U [(a - b)iP + b]. 

GOne would wonder where to find this kind of <1>; see Remark (11.12). 

-- - - ._----------_._._---



-------------_._------_._----- ---

(11.2) LEMMA. 

Let 5 = g} U (1 - g}), then we have 5 = 1 - 5 = {x I x E g} or 1 - x E cp}. 

+---+ 
The following gives an equivalent definition for a, b. 

(11.3) PROPOSITION. 
+---+ 
a, b = (b - a)5 + a = {( b - a)x + a I x E cP or 1 - x E cp}. 

PROOF. Since 

we have 

(a-b)cp+(b-a) 

= -(b - a)CP + (b - a) 

= (b - a)( -CP) + (b - a) 

= (b - a)(-cp + 1) 

= (b - a)(l - cp), 

+---+ 
o. b = [(b - a)CP + 0] U [(0 - b)cp + b] 

= ([(b - a)CP] U [(a - b)CP + (b - a)j) + a 

= ([(b - a)CP] U [(b - a)(l - CP)j) + a 

= (b - o}[cp U (1 - CP)] + 0 

= (b - a)S + a. 
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• 

Note that for the case that. (V, + .. ) is a nearfield (F. + .. ). we have applied the 

following in the above proof. 

(1) The left distributive law but not the right distributive law. 

(2) Theorem (1.8): x( -y) = (-x)y = -( xy). 

(3) Theorem (1.9): the additive group (F, +) is abelian. 
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(11.4) COROLLARY. 

+-+ 
(1) 4:::; la,bl = lSI = 214>1-1{(x,y) I x +y = 1, x,y E <p}I· 

(2) lSI = l4>u(l-4»1 :::; q;(m)-2 and S is properly contnined inU(Zm)U{O}. 

where q; is the Euler's ¢-function ([NZM91], p.50). and ¢(m) = IU(Zm)l· 

PROOF. 

(1) The equation I~I = lSI is because the map x 1-+ (b-a)x+a from S to ~ is 

a bijection. The inequality 4 :::; lSI is because 0, 1, - L 2 E S = <P U (1- <P). 

The equation 

lSI = 214>1-I{(x,y) I x +y = 1, x,y E <p}1 

is by enumeration from S = <P U (1 - <P), since we have a similar argument 

for 

I<p n (1- 4>)i = I{(x,y) I x + y = 1. x,y E <p}I. 

as in Corollary (7.4). 

(2) We have 1<p11 ¢(m) and 1<p1 #- 9(m). Therefore:' 1<p1 :::; [o(m)/2j, where [.1"] 

denotes the greatest integer function of x. We have 21<p1 :::; 2lq>(m)/2j :::; 

¢(m). Hence 

lSI = I<p U (1 - <p)1 

=21<p1-1{(x,y) I x+y = 1, x,y E <p}I:::; ¢(m)-2, 

since (-1,2) and (2,-1) are in {(x,y) I x + y = 1, x,y E <p}. • 

Thus every line has the same number of points. 

We have the following familiar geometric phenomena. 

(11.5) COROLLARY. 

+-+ +----+ 
(1) c(a,b) = ca,cb for an:lJ c in U(t:). 

+-+ I ) 

(2) a, b - c = (a. - c), (b - c) for a.n:lJ (' in V. 

--- - - ----------- - -----



PROOF. (1) 

(2) 

-c(a, b) = c[(b - a)S + a] 

= (cb-ca)S+ca 
+----+ 

= ca,cb. 

-a,b-c= [(b-a)S+a]-c 

=(b-a)S+(a-c) 
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= [(b - c) - (a - c)]S + (a - c) 
E ) 

=(a-c),(b-c). 

(11.6) COROLLAR'\'. 

- ±---;l: 0,1 = S = 1 - S = 1, u = <1> u (1 - <1». 

PROOF. S = <1> U (1 - <1» is the definition in Lemma (11.2), and S = 1 - Sis 

proved in Lemma (11.2). From Proposition (11.3) we have 0,1 = S and 1- S = 

-S + 1 = to. 
(11. 7) PROPOSITION. - - -a, b = b, a = a + b - a, b. 

PROOF. By definition we have -a,b = [(b - 0.)<1> + a] U [(a - b)<1> + b] 

and -b,a = [(0. - b)<1> + b] U [(b - 0.)<1> + 0]. 

so they are equal. By Proposition (11.3) we have -0., b = (b - a)S + a 

=-(a-b)S+a 

= (a + b) - « a - b)S + b) -= 0. + b - b,o. -= a + b - a, b 

-- . - .---------
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+---+ +---+ +---+ 
since b,a = (a - b)S + b from (11.3) and a,b = b,a in the above. • 

. +-t +---+ 
Now we are gomg to show a, b = c, d {:} {a, b} = {c, d}; that means any two 

+---+ +---+ 
distinct pairs determine distinct lines. First note that if a, b = c, d, then 

+---+ 
= (b - a)-l(c,d - a) 

E ) 

= (b - a)-l(c - a), (b - a)-l (d - 0). 

t--; ~ t--; 

Therefore it is enough if we can show that there is no a, b such that u, 1 = a, band 

{a, b} =P {O, 1}. So from now on we assume 

0,1 = ~ with {a, b} =P {O, 1} and (b - a) E U(~"), 

which is required by definition. This will lead to a contradiction. So there can be 
+---+ 

no such a,b. 

(11.8) LEMMA. 

5 = 0,1 = ~ = (b - a)S + a = (b - a)-l(S - a). 

~ t--; t--; 

PROOF. U, 1 = a, b is our assumption. a, b = (b - a)S + a is from Proposi-

tion (11.3) and therefore 5 = 0,1. Consequently, 

5 = (b - a)-l (5 - a) 

since we have 5 = (b - a)S + a. 

(11.9) LEMMA. 

a+b=1. 

+---+ t--; j;:--;f +---+ 
PROOF. Proposition (11.7) says that a, b = a + b - a, b; since 5 = U, 1 = a, b, 

we have 

c E 5 ===* (1) 1 - c E 5 and (2) a + b - c E s. 

Therefore a + b - 1 E 5 from (2) since 1 E S. Suppose 

(a + b - 1 )h~ E S 

----------



for some integer k. Then we have 

by (1). Therefore 

by (2). Hence 

1 - (a + b - l)k E S 

a+b-(l-(a+b-l)k) 

= (a + b - 1) + (a + b - l)k 

=(a+b-l)(k+l)ES 

(a + b - l)n E S = {P U (1 - {P) ~ Zm for all n. 
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Since S =1= Zm and S = {PU(I-{P) ~ U(Zm)U{O}, we have a+b-l = O. Otherwise, 

suppose a + b - 1 =1= 0, then a + b - 1 E U(Zm). The products (a + b - l)n run 

through Zm. We obtain Zm ~ S, a contradiction! 

(11.10) THEOREM. 

A ny two distinct pairs determine two distinct lines; that is, 

+--+ +---+ 
a,b = c,d ¢=} {a,b} = {c,d}. 

PROOF. As a consequence of the previous lemma, it suffices to show that 

~ [ I 

S = u, 1 = a, (1 - a) with a rt {O, I} 

is impossible. First note that either a E {P or l-a E {P. Without loss of generality, 

we can assume a E {P. We then have -a E {P since -1 E {P is required. Therefore 

-a E S, and also 1 + a E S from Proposition (11.7). Lemma (11.8) says that 

S = (b - a)-l (S - a) = (1 - a2)-I(S - a). Since -a, 1 + a E S, we have 

(1 - a2)-1 (-a2), (1 - a2)-1 E S. 
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More explicitly, we obtain 

(1- a2)-1( -a2) E ~ or (1 - a2)-1 E ~. 

Since -a2 E ~ follows from -a E ~ and the requirement 2 E ~, we multiply the 

first expression in the above from the right hand side by (-a2)-1 to get 

(1 - a2)-1 E ~ or (1 - a2)-1 E ~. 

Therefore 1 - a2 and a2 - 1 are in ~. 

Now we have a, a2 -1 are both in ~. Consider 

( ) 

5 = a, (1 - a) = [(1 - a2)~ + a] U [(a2 - 1)~ + (1 - a)] 

= [-q, + a] U [~ + (1 - a)], 

and 

since we have 

~ = a~ = (a2 - 1)~ 

by properties of a group. 

Since ~ ~ 0,1 = 5 and -~ + a ~ ~, 1 - ~ = 5, we have o.c;, ~ 5. Corollary 

(11.4) tells us that I~I = 151 = 10,11, therefore we have ~ = S = 0,1. This 

contradicts Lemma (11.9) since a =I 1. 

Hence we conclude that any two distinct pairs determine t\VO distinct lines. • 

Note that under the assumption of V and ~ in this section, segments are then 

defined by Theorem (7.10) in Section 7. Therefore, we can say that a line is 

uniquely determined by the unique segment it contains. 

Still, we remark here that there is a suitable definition for lines as we expect in 

the beginning when V is a "right" nearfield, a field, or a ring with identity. That 
~ 

is, for (b - a) E U (V), define the line a, b passing through a and b as 

~ .. 

a, b = [~(b - a) + a] U [~(a - b) + bj. 

Therefore, we have the following consequences for finite planar nearrings. 

-- - - ------------ - -----
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(11.11) THEOREM. 

Suppose (N, +,.) is a finite (left) planar nearring from a Ferrero pair (N = V,~) 

such that 

(1) it is field generated; or 

(2) it is nearfield generated, say from (V = F, q», and ~ <l F*; or 

(3) it is ring generated. 

Besides, we further require that 

(i) ~ < U(Zm), where m = charV; and 

(ii) -1, 2 E ~. 

In each case, we can define lines in (N, +,.) by 

~ -a, b = a, bUb, a 

= [N(b - a) + a] U [N(a - b) + b] 

= [~(b - a) + a] U [~(a - b) + b], 

for (b - a) E U(V). If.' denotes the multiplication in V. then according to the 

corresponding part, ;;:b is 

[(b - a) .' ~ + a] U [(a - b)·' ~ + b] 

for (1), (2) and is 

[~.' (b - a) + a] U [~.' (a - b) + bj 

for (1), (2), and (3). 

(11.12) REMARK. 

We have the definition for lines. Therefore the question arises as to how to find 

a suitable proper subgroup ~ < U(Zm) with the property that -1, 2 E ~. 

(1) When m is a prime p of the form 8h + 1, we know that 2 is a quadratic 

residue by Lemma (8.11)(2). Therefore 2 is in the proper subgroup ~ of 

order 4h (or maybe other subgroup of smaller size), and certainly -1 is in 

- - ------ ---
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<1> since 1<1>1 = 4h is even. Hence 4? satisfies the requirement. For example, 

in Z17, we have I (2) 1= 8. 

(2) When m is not a prime, it is not easy to find a suitable <1>, since we further 

require it to be a regular group of automorphisms on V. However, we still 

have the examples. 

Consider the commutative ring (Zpn,+,.), where p is an odd prime. 

Recall that, in Example (1.22), there is a subgroup of U(Zpn) with order 

p - 1 and it defines a regular group of automorphisms of (Zpn, +). If it 

happens that 

then 2 and -1 is in the cyclic subgroup 4? of order p - 1 (or other subgroup 

4? of smaller size). Therefore (Zpn, <1» is a suitable choice. 

For example, we have mentioned that, in Remark (10.16), there are 

exactly two (1093 and 3511) Wieferich primes under 6 x 109 • Let p be 

this kind of prime. We have 2P- 1 == 1 (mod p2) for Wieferich primes by 

definition. Therefore 2 and -1 is in the cyclic subgroup <1> of order p - 1 

(or other subgroup <l> of smaller size). Hence (Zp2, <l» is a suitable choice 

whenever p is a Wieferich prime. 

(11.13) REMARK. 

In Corollary (11.4) we have 

f--+ 

la, bl = 151 = 214?1 - I{(x, y) I x + y = 1, x, Y E <l> }I· 

f--+ 

Thus it involves some calculation in order to get la. bl. In particular, when V is a 

prime field Zp a.Tld 4? is the largest proper subgroup of Z;, this calculation relates 

to what was done in Remark (7.15). 

BIBD from Lines. 

Here we are going to introduce some BIBD construction from lines. 

-- - -. ----------
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We assume (V = F, +,.) is a finite left nearneld in this subsection. Of course it 

can be a finite field, so we have lots of examples. Recall that the line ;;:b, a =fi b, 

passing through a and b is 

+-+ 
a, b = [(b - a)~ + a] U [(a - b)~ + b], 

as defined in (11.1). In Theorem (11.10) we showed that 

+-+ +-+ 
a, b = c, d ¢:::::::? {a, b} = {c, d}. 

Let 

~ +-+ 
B = {a, b I a =fi b, a, b E F}. 

~ 

We begin to explore some properties of the collection B of lines. However, we 

have to mention that these statements, and also the proofs, are very similar to 

corresponding ones in §8. 

(11.14) LEMMA. 
~ 

For any c E F, the number of lines in B containing c is the same as the 
~ 

number of lines in B containing O. 

PROOF. Consider 

~ t---7 

B - c = {a',b' - c I a' =fi b', a',b' E F} 
i ) 

= {(a'-c),(b' -c) I a' =fi b', a',b' E F} 

+-+ 
= {a, b I a =fi b, a, b E F} 
~ 

= B. 

~ ~ 

Therefore c belongs to r lines of B if and only if 0 belongs to r lines of B . Thus 

our statement holds. 



zs. 
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(11.15) LEMMA. 

Every pair {e, d}, e :f:. d, is a subset of the same number of lines of B as {O, I} 

PROOF. Let's consider the following equations. 

+-+ ~ 

(d-e)-I(B -e)={(d-e)-I(a',b'-e)la'#b',a',b'EF} 
( I 

= {(d - e)-l(a' - c), (d - e)-l(b' - c) I a' # b', a', b' E F} 
~ 

= {a, b I a # b, a, b E F} 
+-+ 

= B. 

+-+ 
Therefore {e,d} is a subset of ). lines in B if and only if {a, I} is a subset of ). 

+-+ 
lines in B. 

(11.16) THEOREM. 

(F, B, E) is a BlBD with parameters v = IFI, b = V(V
2
-1): r = k(V

2
-1): k = 

I~ U (1- ~)I = 21~1-1{(x,y) I x + y = 1, x,y E ~}I, and), = k(\-l). 

PROOF. It is clear that v = IFI, and we have b = V(V
2
-1) lines in B. Therefore 

r = k(V
2
-1) and ). = k(kz-l) since we have the formulasv1" = bk and ).(v - 1) = 

r(k - 1), which are valid for any BIBD. Note that J..~ is from Corollary (11.4). 

(11.17) EXAMPLE. 

Let F = Z17 and ~ = (2) = {2, 4, 8, 16, 15, 13, 9, I}. Then k = 13. So we have 

a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k,).) = (17,136,104,13,78), which is constructed 

by the above method. 

PBIBD from Lines. 

In this part we assume (V = R, + .. ) is a finite ring with identity and char R = m 

is odd. Let v = IRI, R = {a},az, ... ,at,}, and n. = IU(R)!. The reason for m being 

odd is for the proof of Proposition (11.19). We point out that the statements, and 

their proofs, in this part are similar to their corresponding ones in §10. 

Note that n is even since for x E U(R) there is a correspondence x ~ -x and 

x = -x if and only if char R = 2, 

-.-._-- -------
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which we have avoided. Let n' = n/2. We have 1{±b}1 = 2 for any b E U(R), and 

IU(R)I = 2n' = n. One can write 

n' 

U(R) = U{±bd 
i=1 

for suitable indexing and choice of bl , b2 , ••• , bn ,. Let T = {bl , b2 , ••• , bn , }. Then 

we obtain T U (-T) = U(R), where U denotes disjoint union. 

Recall that 
+---+ 
a, b = [(b - a)<I? + a] U [Ca - b)<I? + b] 

for (b - a) E U(R). Let 

(*1) 
+--+ +---+ 
B ={a,bla,bER,(b-a)EU(R)}. 

(11.18) THEOREM. 

(R, S, E) is a tactical configuration -with parameters v = IRI, b = v2n, r = k;, 
and k = 21<I?1-1{(x,y) I x + y = 1, x,Y E <I?}I, -where n = IU(R)I. 

PROOF. The proof is the same as that for Theorem (10.1), if we change "seg

ments" to "lines." 

• 
Recall that {SI' S2, .•. , Sr } is the set of representatives of the equivalence classes 

formed by"""', which is defined in (9.1). Define 

"':i = I {t E T I tSi = ±sd I 

and 

Also we need Lemma (10.3) in the proof of the following: 

(11.19) PROPOSITION. 

If {x, y} E Ak, then {x, y} is a subset of Ak lines of S. 

PROOF. The proof is the same as that for Proposition (IDA), if we change 

"segments" to "lines." 



(11.20) COROLLARY. 

We have 

~ Ai k(k + 1) 
(1) ~-- = ? 

i=l Wi -
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PROOF. The proof follows by the same reasons as in Corollary (10.5). • 

As a result of the above development, we have 

(11.21) THEOREM. 
~ ~ 

(R, B ,E,A) is a PBIBD where B is from (*1) in the beginning of this sub-

section, A is from Proposition (9.3); the pfj are as in Theorem (9.4); the Ai are 

as in Proposition (11.19), and the ni are as in Proposition (9.5). • 

As to where to find an example, one may consider R = Zp2 and ~ = (2, -1) in 

Remark (11.12)(2), where p is a Wieferich prime. 

--- - - -----------
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CHAPTER III 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

In this chapter we explore in a more general way that is related to the previous 

constructions of block designs. Although we address the title as "general" con

structions, we do not mean it covers those well-known methods such as BIBDs 

from difference sets, finite projective geometries, or finite planar nearrings. How

ever, the method we described here covers the construction of BIBDs from field 

generated finite planar nearrings, as well as those constructions in last chapter. 

In §12, we derive the basic needs for the other parts of this chapter. General 

construction of BIBDs is introduced in §13, while the part of PBIBD construction 

is treated in §14. In §15, some computational approaches are discussed; these 

make those block designs by our methods more accessible through computer pro

gramming. 

§12. Derivation 

Recall that in Proposition (7.3) there is an equivalent definition of a, b. The 
~ 

same thing happens for a, b in Proposition (11.3). Let's start from this. Again, 

we assume (V, +,.) is a finite algebraic structure which is 

(A) a left nearfield (or just afield), or 

(B) a ring with multiplicative identity. 

Let S be a proper subset of V and lSI ~ 2. Define -a,b=(b-a)S+a 

for any a, bE V with (b - a) E U(V), and form 

(*1) -B = {a, b I (b - a) E U (V)}. 

- - -We call a, b the ray from a to b since we may not have a. b = b, a. Also it may - -happen that a, b = c, d for {a, b} # {c, d}. From time to time we will call S a 

generating block. 

-------------_ .. - - -. ----
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(12.1) PROPOSITION. 
--!o 

la, bl = lSI for any a, b with (b - a) E U(V). 
--!o 

PROOF. It is because the map x J-+ (b - a)x + a from S to a, b is a bijection .• 

Thus every ray has the same number of points. 

(12.2) PROPOSITION. 
--!o _ 

(1) c( a, b) = ca, cb, for any c E U(V); - ) (2) a,b-c=(a-c),(b-c),foranycEV. 

PROOF. (1) 

(2) 

--!o 

c(a, b) = c[(b - a)S + a] 

= (cb - ca)S + ca -= ca,cb. 

-a,b-c= [(b-a)S+a]-c 

=(b-a)S+(a-c) 

= [(b - c) - (a - c)]S + (a - c) 
) 

=(a-c),(b-c). 

Define ,-.y c on U (V) by bI '" c b2 if there is a E V such that bI S = b2 S + a. 

(12.3) PROPOSITION. 

""c is an equivalence relation on U(V). 

PROOF. 

(1) b "'c b since bS = bS + 0; 

• 

(2) bI "" c b2 ::} there is a E V such that bI S = b2 S + a ::} b2 S = bI S + ( - a) ::} 

b2 "'c bI ; 

( 3 ) bI "" c b2, b2 '" c b3 ::} there are aI, a2 E V such that bI S = b2 S + aI, b2 S = 

b3 S + a2 ::} bIS = b3 S + (a2 + ad::} bI "'c b3 . • 

.--------~-"--
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(12.4) PROPOSITION. 

"'r is an equivalence relation on V. 

PROOF. 

(1) a "'r a since S + a = S + a; 

(2) al "'r a2 => S + al = S + a2 => S + a2 = S + al => a2 "'r al; 

(3) al "'r a2, a2 "'r a3 => S + al = S + a2, S + a2 = S + a3 => S + al = 
• 

Let n' = IU(V)I "'cl and J.L = IVI"'rl. Let Tc = {bl , b2 , ••• , bnl} be a set of rep

resentatives of the equivalence classes induced by "'c, and denote the equivalence 

class of b by b. Also let Tr = {aI, a2, ... , aJL} be a set of representatives of the 

equivalence classes induced by "'r, and denote the equivalence class of a by a. 

(12.5) PROPOSITION. 

(1) I is a subgroup ofU(V). 

(2) The equivalence classe~~ induced by "'c are exactly those left cosets of I in 

U(V); we have b = bI for any b E U(V). 

(3) U(V) = U~~l bk = U~~l bkI = Tel = Ui3El TeP. 

(4) n' = IU(V)l/lll. 

PROOF. 

(1) Yl,Y2 E I => :3Xl,X2 E V such that S = ylS + Xl and S = y2 S + X2. 

Therefore we have 

So YIY2 E I. Hence I ~ U(V) by the properties of a subgroup. 

(2) It suffices to show that b = hI for any b E U(V). 'Ve claim that the map 

x ......, Y = bx from I to b is a bijection. First, if x E I, then there is an 

a E V such that xS = S + a. Therefore 

yS = (bx)S = b(xS) = b(S + a) = bS + ba. 

-- - - --------------------
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Thus y """c b and y E b. It also follows that this map is an injection. 

Similarly, if y' E b, then x' = b-1y' E I. Therefore, the map is a surjection. 

Hence b = bI and the statement follows. 

(3) This follows from the fact that "'c is an equivalence relation on U(V) and 

the fact that bk = bkI for any k. 

(4) This is a consequence of U(V) = U~~l bk and the fact that Ibkl = III, for 

any k, from (2). 

(12.6) PROPOSITION. 

(1) a is a subgroup of V. 

(2) The equivalence classes induced by "'r are exactly those cosets of 0 in 'V; 

we have a = a + a for any a E V. 

- J1. - - -(3) V = U~=l ak = Uk=l(ak + 0) = Tr + 0 = Uo-Eo(Tr + a), where Tr + 0 

means {a + x I a E Tn X E a}. 

(4) J1. = IVI/IOI· 
(5) 5 is a union of some cosets of 0, and 101 divides 151. 
(6) If "'r is nontrivial, that is, 101 > 1, then gcd(ISI, IVI) > 1. 

PROOF. 

(1) 

:::}S=S+(XI-X2) 

:::} (Xl - X2) EO. 

Therefore a ~ V by the properties of a subgroup. 

(2) It suffices to show that a = a + 0 for any a E Y. 'Ve claim that the map 

x J-jo y = x + a from a to a is a bijection. First, if TEO. then S + T = S. 

Therefore 

5 + y = S + (x + a) = (S + x) + a = 5 + a. 
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Thus Y "'r a and yEa. It also follows that this map is an injection. 

Similarly, if y' E a, then x' = y' - a E O. Therefore the map is a surjection. 

Hence a = a + 0 and the statement follows. 

(3) This follows from the fact that ""r is an equivalence relation on V and the 

fact that lik = ak + 0 for any k. 

(4) This is a consequence of V = U~=l 'ii'k and the fact that l'ii'kl = 101, for any 

k, from (2). 

(5) Since S + 0 = S, S is a union of some cosets of O. 
(6) This follows from (5). 

(12.7) COROLLARY. 

If S is an additive subgroup of V, then 0 = S. 

PROOF. This is because ""r is the relation defined on V by the cosets of the 

subgroup S. 

(12.8) COROLLARY. 

Let V be the finite field Zp of order p, p a prime, then for any nonempty proper 

subset S ~ V, ""r is tri"vial and J1. = p. 

PROOF. By Proposition (12.6)(4) we have J1. I IVI· Therefore J1. = 1 or p. 

However, J1. = 1 is impossible since S =1= V. Hence J1. = p and then 0 = {OJ. • 

We have a result similar to Lemma (8.1). That is: 

(12.9) LEMMA. 

For any point c E V, the number of rays in B containing c is the same as the 

number of rays in 8 containing O. 

PROOF. This is because 8 - c = B. 

(12.10) LEMMA. 

n' . 
(1) B = Ui=l {bi(S + aj} I J = 1,2, ... ,J1.}: and 

(2) b = IBI = J1.n'. 

- ---- ------
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PROOF. To make sure of these we have to show (1) and (2) below. -(1) a, b = bi( S + aj), for some bi E Tc and some aj E Tr. 

Note that - ) a, b = 0, b - a + a = (b - a)S + a, 

and there is bi E Tc with (b - a) "'c bi, i.e., (b - a)S = biS + a' for some 

a' E V. So we have 

= bi(S + biI(a' + a)) 

= bi(S + aj), 

where aj E Tr with aj "'r biI(a' + a). 

(2) For any bit' bi2 E Tc and ajl' ah E Tr, bi l (S + ajl) = bi2 (S + ah) if and 

only if il = i2 and jI = h. 
We have bil "'c bi2, so il = i2 • Therefore ail "'r ah and hence jI = h· 

• 

As a result of the above two lemmas, we have 

(12.11) THEOREM. 

(V, B, E) is a tactical configuration with parameters 

v = /VI, b = f.Ln' = /V/"'rl·IU(V)/"'cl, r = b:, and k = lSI. • 
Thus in the constructions from Section 7 through Section 11. for the specific 

choices S = 4> n (1 - 4» or S = <1> U (1 - <1», we have that "'c identifies b and 

-b. So IU(V)/"'cl = ¥, where n = IU(V)I. Note that "'r is trivial and therefore 

/V/"'rl = v. 

Let's take a look at 

-B = {a, b = (b - a)S + a I (b - a) E U(V)} 

= {b' S + a I b' E U(V)} 
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again. One can see that 8 remains the same if S is replaced by any {3S + a or 

(3(S + a), where (3 E U(V) and a E V, since 

and 

{b'((3S + a) + a I b' E U(V)} 

={b' {3S + (b'a + a) I b' (3 E U(V)} 

={b" S + a' I b" E U(V)} 

=8 

{b' (3(S + a) + a I b' E U(ll)} 

={b' {3S + (b'{3a + a) I b' (3 E U(ll)} 

={ b" S + a' I b" E U(V)} 

=8. 

This allows for some flexibility: 

(1) If 

we say that S is a zero-sum generating block (abbreviated as ZSGB). 

Especially when gcd(k.charV) = L where k = lSI. we can assume S is a 

ZSGB. Why? If we let 

and S' = S - s, then the summation for S' is zero and S' generates the 

same 8 as S does. 

(2) Sometimes we will choose S such that 0 E S, if this can make the discussion 

convenient. 

(3) We can use another S with 1 E S if there are c, dES with (d - c) E U(V). 
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(12.12) PROPOSITION. 

If S is a zero-sum generating block and gcd(ISI, charV) = 1, then Is = S. 

PROOF. For any bEl, we have bS = S + a for some a E V. Then 

bLX=LX +aISI· 
xES xES 

Therefore alSI = 0 by the assumption that S is a zero-sum generating block. Then 

a = 0 since lSI E U(V). We get bS = S for all bE I. Hence Is = s. 
(12.13) COROLLARY. 

If 5 is a zero-sum generating block with 1 E 5 and gcd(ISI,charV) = 1, then 

(1) I ~ S; 

(2) k = lSI ~ III; and 

(3) n' ~ [IU(V)I/ISI] = [~J, where [xl denotes the integer part of x. 

PROO F. (1) is a consequence of the above proposition. (2) is from (1). (3) is a 

consequence of (2) and the fact that n' = IU(V)I/III from Proposition (12.5)( 4). 

(12.14) PROPOSITION. 

(1) If we assume a E 5, then 0 ~ S; 

(2) k = 151 ~ 101; and 

(3) J.L ~ [IVIIISI] = [n, where [xl denotes the integer part of :1.'. 

PROOF. 

(1) If a E 0, then 5 + a = S; so we have a = a + a. E S. Thus 0 ~ S. 

(2) This follows from (1). 

(3) This is a consequence of (2) and the fact that J.L = /,VI/IOI from Proposition 

(12.6)( 4). 

(12.15) REMARK. 

Although we assume that V is finite in this section, we have to point out that 

most statements are still true even when V is infinite, except perhaps those using 

a counting argument. 

One can modify the relevant parts so that the follmving are still valid if "{/ is infi

nite: (12.1) to (12.4), (12.5)(1)(2)(3), (12.6)(1)(2)(3)(5), (12.7), (12.9), (12.10)(1), 

(12.12), (12.13)(1), (12.14)(1). 

-- - - ---------
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§13. BIBD Construction 

In this section we assume that (V, +,.) is a finite left nearfield (F, +,.), and S 

is a proper subset of V such that lSI ~ 2. 

(13.1) THEOREM. 

,(F, B, E) is a BIBD with parameters v = IFI, b = J-ln' = IVI"'rl· IU(V)/"'cl, 
r = b:, k = lSI, and>' = b;g:N. Here B is defined in (*1) of§12. 

PROOF. Since lSI ~ 2, we have {a, I} is a subset of some ray. It remains to 

show that every pair {c, d}, c i= d, appears the same number of times as {O, 1 } 

does. This follows from the equation (d - c) -1 (B - c) = B. • 

Therefore, given a nonempty subset S of a left nearfield such that lSI ~ 2, we 

always have a BIBD from the above construction. One main concern would be 

how to decide the size b = IBI. 

(13.2) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose gcd(ISI,charF) = 1. Then: 

(1) k = lSI ~ III; 

(2) n' ~ [Vkl]; and 

(3) b = J-ln' ~ [I][V;;l]. 

PROOF. Since F is a finite left nearfield, we can always replace S with j3( S + a) 

so that it becomes a zero-sum generating block with 1 E S. This will not 

change B and III. The statements then follow from Corollary (12.13) and Propo

sition (12.14)(3). 

(13.3) PROPOSITION. 

If S is a nontrivial multiplicative subgroup of F*, then 

(1) S is a zero-sum generating block; 

(2) 1= S, and hence n' = IF*I/ISI = v;;l; and 

(3) "'r is trivial, and hence J-l = v. 
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SQ (F, B, E) is a BIBD with parameters v = IFI, b = V(V;;I) , r = v - 1, k = 151, 
and A = k-1. 

PROOF. 

(1) We need to show that 

If we choose 1 =1= b E 5, then b5 = 5. Therefore 

xES xES xES 

If LXES x =1= 0, then we have b = 1, a contradiction! Therefore this 

summation has to be O. 

(2) For any /31, /32 with /31 "'c /32, we know there is an a E F such that 

1315 = 132 5 + a. Therefore 

f3<E x = L f31 X = L(f32x + a) = 132 LX + ak. 
xES xES xES xES 

Since we know the summation of elements in 5 is O. we get ak = 0 and 

then a = O. The remaining part then follows by the fact that "'c is the 

relation defined on F* by the left cosets of 5 and Proposition (12.5)(4). 

(3) Since 5 is a subgroup of F*, we have 151 = k I (v -1). If "'r is nontrivial, by 

Proposition (12.6)(6) we have gcd( k, v) > 1. Therefore gcd( v - 1, v) > 1, 

a contradiction! Hence the statement follows. 

(13.4) EXAMPLE. 

As an illustration of the above result, let us consider 5 = <I?' ~ F*. Then we 

have I = <I? I and 0 = {O}. If <I?' <J F*, then B = BO in Corollary (5.3). \Vhen 

<I?' is not normal in F*, we have two different BIBDs with the same parameters. 

However, it remains a question if we can really get nonisomorphic ones. 

-- - -. ------------
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(13.5) PROPOSITION. 

Given a finite field F = GF(pa), let 5 = GF(pf3) be some subfield, so f3 I <l. 

Then (F,8, E) is a BIBD with parameters v = pa, b = p(o-.8) ~:=i, r = ~:=i, 
k = pf3, and >. = 1. 

PROOF. We claim that I = GF(pf3) \ {OJ and 0 = GF(p;3). To show the former, 

suppose 5 = b5 + a for b rt 5. Then a = b . 0 + a E 5. So b5 = 5 - a = 5, and we 

have b E 5, a contradiction! The latter is from Corollary (12.7). 

(13.6) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose 5 £ F and gcd(k,charF) = 1, where k = 151. 

(1) If 5 is a zero-sum generating block, then 15 = 5 and 5 \ {OJ is a union of 

right cosets of I. 

(2) Either III divides k or III divides (k -1). 

PROOF. First we'll show (1). By Proposition (12.12) we have 15 = 5. There

fore 5\ {OJ is a union of right cosets of I. It is clear that (2) follows from (1), since 

we can use another 5 with the required property and the same size k to generate 

the same 8 without changing III. 

(13.7) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose p and q = 2p + 1 are both primes. Let F = Zq and let 5 £ Zq with 

2::; 151 ::; q - 2. Then the BIBD (F, 8, E) has parameters given by exactly one of 

the following four sets of equations. 

(1) v = q = 2p + 1, b = 2q = 2(2p + 1), r = 2k = 2p, k = p, and>' = 

2k(k - 1)/(q - 1) = p - 1. 

(2) v = q = 2p + 1, b = 2q = 2(2p + 1), r = 2k = 2(p + 1), k = p + 1, and 

>. = 2k( k - 1)/ (q - 1) = P + 1. 

(3) v = q = 2p + 1, b = q(q - 1)/2 = p(2p + 1), r = k(q - 1)/2 = kp, J.~ = 151, 

and>' = k(k - 1)/2. 

(4) v = q = 2p + 1, b = q(q - 1) = 2p(2p + 1), l' = k(q - 1) = 2kp, k = 151, 

and>' = k(k -1). 
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PROOF. From Corollary (12.8) we know J.L = q. By Proposition (12.5)(4) and 

Proposition (13.2)(2) we have n' I 2p and n' > 1. So n' = 2. p. or 2p. If n' = 2, 

then III = p. So k can only be p or p + 1 by Proposition (13.6)(2). Therefore the 

statement follows. 

(13.8) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose p and q = 2p + 1 are both primes. Let F = Zq. Then for any k with 

2 :5 k :5 2p - 1 and k tI. {p, p + I}, there exists a BIBD with parameters v = 2p + 1,' 

b = p(2p + 1), r = kp, k: l!nd ..\ = k(k
2
-1). In fact, there are many choices of S. 

We have C(p, k;l) choices of S if k is odd, and C(p, ~) choices if k is even. 

PROOF. If we choose a nonempty proper subset S ~ Zq such that xES => 

1-xES, then we have S = 1-S. Therefore result (3) of the previous proposition 

applies. 

(13.9) PROPOSITION. 

Ifp and q = 2p+1 are both odd primes, then there exists a BIBD with parameters 

v = 2p + 1, b = p(2p + 1), r = 3p, k = 3, and ..\ = 3; moreover, any choice of S in 

(13.8) produces the same BIBD. 

PROOF. Suppose S = {x, t, 1 - x}, x # 4. VIle know biS will produce p 

basic blocks for i = 1, ... ,po Let's consider the differences among elements in 

bS = {bx,~, b - bx}. Since ~ - bx = (b - bx) - ~, the differences for these biS 

are exactly 11(2p - 1), 22(2p - 3), ... ,ppl. Therefore any x will produce the same 

BffiD. • 

The following is a generalization of Corollary (8.12). 

(13.10) PROPOSITION. 

Given a finite field F = G F( qO), "where q ~ 5, let 5 = {O, 1, t} ~ F. We ha"ue 

that (F,B, E) is a BIBD "with parameters v = qQ. b = c(1~-1). r = 3(1~-1). k = 3. 

and..\ = 3. 

PROOF. The only possible a#-O such that S + a = 5 are a = 1 and a = t, 
which are such that 0 + a = 1 and 0 + a = t, respectively. However, there is no 

------------- - -----
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S E S such that s + a = ° for each of these two a. Thus J.l = pOt. On the other 

hand, suppose {a, a + b, a + ~} = bS + a = S for b =f:. ±l. We have the following 

cases. 

(1) If a = 0, then {b,!} = {I, H. SO b = ~ and ~ = 1. We have t = 1 and 

therefore 3 = 0, which does not meet the requirement. 

(2) If b = -a, then {a, %} = {I, n. So a = ~ and % = 1. We have t = 1 and 

therefore 3 = 0, which does not meet the requirement. 

(3) If b = -2a, then {a,-a} = {1,~}. So a = 1 and -a = ~. We have 

-1 = ~. Again, 3 = 0. 

Hence n' = v;l and the conclusion follows. 

§14. PBIBD Construction 

In this section, we assume (ll = R, +,.) is a finite ring with identity. 

(14.1) PROPOSITION. 

For any Ak E A, there is an integer AI. such that if {:r. y} E Ak, then {x, y} i,~ 

a subset of exactly Ak rays of B. 

PROOF. Consider B = U?~l {bi(S + aj) I j = 1,2, ... ,J.l} in Lemma (12.10) 

again. Suppose P = {c, d} ~ S and {c, d} E Ak. then we have d - c = aSk for 

some a E U(R). Therefore 

(1) bi(P+aj)~bi(S+aj),and 

(2) bi(d + aj) - bi(C + aj) = bi(d - c) = (bia)Sk. 

Consequently, {bi(C + aj), bi(d + aj)} E o4.k. 

So any pair {x, y} E Ak in some ray can be obtained from some pair {c, d} in 

Ak with {c, d} ~ S. Since 

any two different pairs {c}, dd, {C2' d2 } which are subsets of S and both belong 

to Ak will produce two different pairs in each ray. 

-- - _. ------- ---



Let's consider the pairs in the following matrix. 

b1(P + ad, b2 (P + ad, 
b1(P + a2), b2(P + a2), 

,bn,(P + al) 
,bn,(P + a2) 
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Each pair is exactly in its corresponding ray bieS +aj). Therefore any pair {c, d} ~ 

S and belonging to Ak produces exactly un' pairs in .4k, when counting multiply. 

Suppose (d-c) = aSk and (y-x) = /3sk for a,/3 E U(R). Since B = /3a-1(B-

c) + x, we get {x, y} is a subset of ).k rays in B if and only if {c, d} is a subset of 

Ak rays in B. Consequently, we obtain 

Thus 

(*2) Ak = un' . 1 {{ c, d} ~ S 1 {c, d} E A.d I. 
lA.kl 

As a result of the above development, we have 

(14.2) THEOREM. 

• 

(R,B, E, A) is a PBIBD, where B is defined in (*1) of§12 and A is from Propo

sition (9.3); the pfi are as in Theorem (9.4); the Ai are from Proposition (14.1), 

and the ni are as in Proposition (9.5). • 
We remark here that the PBIBD in Example (3.4) is constructed by this method 

from Z6, with S = {O, 1,5}. 

(14.3) PROPOSITION. 

Given any .4i in A, if we choose S so that {c, d} E A.i for an·y c, d in S, then 

(R, B, E, A) is a P BIBD such that Ai = un~~~~ll), and Ai = 0 for j =f. i. 

PROOF. The values of Ak, J.~ = 1. 2 .... , T, are determined by (*2) in the proof 

of Proposition (14.1). 



_ .. ----- - --------------- -.-----------
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(14.4) COROLLARY. 

Suppose R is a finite ring with charR = m ~ 5 and odd. Also suppose 2 E U(R). 

Let S = {O, 1, ~}. We have that (R,B, E,A) is a PBIBD with parameters v = IRI, 

b = v2n, r = 32n, k = 3, Al = 3, and Ai = 0 for j =11, where n = IU(R)I. The 

values of pt and ni depend on what R really is. 

PROOF. Part of the proof is the same as in Proposition (13.10). The remaining 

parts follow from the above proposition. • 

In the proof of Proposition (14.1), (*2) tells us that when we know 5, and hence 

fJ- and n', we then can have Ak once IAk I is obtained. To compute IAk I is not so 

difficult, we begin this in the following. 

(14.5) PROPOSITION. 

IAkl = IRI.IU;R)skl. 

PROOF. First we determine how many distinct ordered pairs (x,y), x, y E R, 

there are such that (y - x) '" Sk is satisfied. For x, we have 'V = IRI choices, 

while for y we have IU(R)Skl choices. For any {x,y} E Ak, we have x =I y, so it is 

counted exactly twice in the above. Hence the statement follows. • 

Let Wk = I{b E U(R) I bSk = sdl· 

(14.6) PROPOSITION. 

IAkl = 2V:
k

: where n = IU(R)I.i 

PROOF. It suffices to show that n = IU(R)I = "'-'kIU(R)Skl. First note that 

H = {b E U(R) I bS k = sd is a multiplicative subgroup of U(R). By the fact that 

U(R) is a disjoint union of left cosets of Hand 

we have that there are exactly ::k elements in U(R)Sk' 

7Part of this result appears in Corollary (10.5)(2), where we use another definition of ;...)k 

which is half value of the above one. 
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(14.7) COROLLARY. 

T r 

v-I = L IU(R)Sk I = L !:.. 
k=l k=l Wk 

PROOF. It is because", is an equivalence relation on R \ {OJ and U(R)Sk is 

just the equivalence class of Sk. As in the proof of the above proposition, we have 

IU(R)Skl = w~· 

(14.8) PROPOSITION. 

Let R = Zm and Sk be the proper divisors of m, as in Proposition (9.6). Also 

lei So = m. Then: 

(1) IAkl = r;<I>c:J; 
(2) Wk = 6(~7Jk); and 

(3) m = ",T <1>( m) = ~ r '( m) = 
L.Jk=O ... ·k L.Jk=O (j) Sk 

Ldlm cb(d). which is a 'well-kno'wn 

result in n'umber theory. 

PROOF. 

(1) We already have IAkl = m.IU(;m)Skl from Proposition (14.5). It suffices 

to show that U(Zm)Sk has ¢>(::) elements. This can be understood since 

there are exactly ¢>( 1!!.) many b E U(Zm) such that the bSk are all distinct. Sk 
(2) As in the proof of Proposition (14.6). we also have IU(Zm )skl = .p(m) 

":k 

Therefore combining the result of (1) we have 

,(m) ¢>(m) 
<P - ---

Sk - Wk ' 

and the statement follows. 

(3) This is a consequence of Corollary (14.7) and (2) in the above. 

(14.9) REMARK. -If we start by defining a. b = S(b - a) + a in §12. then we can get another 

PBIBD with the other association scheme mentioned in Remark (9.7) when R is a 

noncommutative ring. Further investigation for the difference between these two 

PBIBDs is needed. 

-------_ .. __ . ---"'-------------
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§15. The Computation 

With the aid of computers, computation becomes an efficient way for finding 

new evidence. Therefore, it is involved in part of the research. 

We have seen those block designs in the above sections. Among them, BIBDs 

from finite fields are of the first interest. More specifically, we will focus on those 

constructed from prime fields. Two approaches are made here. Firstly, given 

a prime field Zp and the block size k, we will find those BIBDs which can be 

constructed by the methoa in §13 from some k-subset S £;; Zp. Secondly, given 

a prime field Zp and a nonempty subset 5 £;; Zp, we will give an efficient way to 

directly compute the BIBD generated from 5. Thereafter, a special discussion is 

made, which is itself very general from a different point of view. 

Let us start with a discussion. For any 5 £;; Zp with 151 = k. let 

8 = {b5 + a I 0 # b, a E Zp}. 

Then (Zp,8,E) is a BIBD by Theorem (13.1). The collection of all k-subsets of 

elements in Zp is clearly a BIBD, a trivial one. Therefore it can be partitioned 

into disjoint BIBDs, each constructed by the method in §13 and corresponding to 

some generating block 5. 

However,S can be replaced by any /35 + a, 0 # /3, Q E Zp, without affecting 

B. Among them we are more interested in those 5 which are zero-sum generating 

blocks containing 1. 

(15.1) DEFINITION. 

(1) Suppose 5 is a zero-sum generating block (abbreviated as ZSGB) from a 

finite field F, then it is of the first type if 0 1:. 5. If 0 E 5, we say that 5 is 

of the second type. A ZSGB containing 1 is abbreviated as ZSGBO. 

(2) For any nonempty subset 5 of F, define 5 to be a generating block of the 

first type if there exist Q, (3 E F, /3 # 0, such that (35 + a is a ZSGB of 

the first type; if there exist a, (3 E F, (3 # 0, such that {35 + a is a ZSGB 

of the second type, we say that 5 is of the second type. 

-----------
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(3) For any BIBD (F,B,E) constructed in §13, we say that B (or the BIBD) 

is of the first type if it is generated by a block of the first type; B (or the 

BIBD) is of the second type if it is generated by a block of the second type. 

(15.2) PROPOSITION. 

For any generating block S ~ Zp, it is either of the first type or of the second 

type.8 

PROOF. Suppose we have nonzero /31, /32 and aI, a2 such that 51 = /315 + a1 

and 52 = /325 + a2 are both ZSGBs. Therefore 

Let k = 151 and consider the summation of elements in S in the following. 

-k/311al = /311 L y - k/311a1 = Lx = /321 L z -1.~/3:;1a2 = _k/3:;10:2 
yES! xES :ES2 

Since k is invertible, we have /3110:1 = /3210:2. Hence /31151 = /3:;1 S2 and the 

statement follows from 0 E 51 if and only if 0 E S2. • 

Therefore, any BIBD constructed in §13 is either of the first type or of the 

second type when gcd(151,charF) = 1. Thus originally, any BIBD from a finite 

field generated planar nearring is of the first type. 

The following is from Proposition (13.6)(2). 

(15.3) PROPOSITION. 

If 5 ~ Zp is a ZSGB with 151 = k, then 

(1) 1111 k if S is of the first type; 

(2) 1111 (k - 1) if S is of the second type. 

PROOF. We have IS = S and therefore 

1111 k, 

1111 (k -1), 

if 0 (j S, 

if 0 E S. 

8The statement is still true for any 5 S;; V with gcd(ISI, charY) = 1, where V is a left nearfield 
or a ring with identity. 

--- - - ------------ - -----
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(15.4) PROPOSITION. 

Lei S £;; Zp be any set with lSI = k and lei .s = (LrES x )k-1 • Then S is of the 

second type if and only if.s E S. 

PROOF. Note that S' = S -.s is a ZSGB; therefore 0 E S' if and only if s E S .• 

Let's continue from the above proof. If we choose 0 :/; f3 E S', then 

is a ZSGBO. Notice that S" and S generate the same 8. Consequently, in order to 

search for different BIBDs, we can just find different ZSGBOs directly. Moreover, 

we can restrict the search on different ZSGBOs of the first type. Vie claim that 

finding a second type ZSGBO S2 can be obtained by dealing with S) = S2 \ {O}. 

Therefore lSI I = IS21 - 1 and 0 rt S1, i.e., Sl is a ZSGBO of the first type. This 

has already been done in the previous step. Let HI and H2 be the corresponding 

I of SI and S2, respectively. Then by Proposition (13.6)( 1) we have the following 

for any b E Z;. 

Hence, HI = H2 and both S) and S2 have the same I. 
Let us take a look at k = lSI. If lSI = 2, it is easy to see that we can only have 

a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k,).) = (p, P(P2-l) ,p-1, 2,1). If p- 2 ~ lSI ~ P;l. 

then we can use S' = Zp \ S so that IS'I:::; P;I and get a BIBD (Zp,8') from S'. 

We have that 8 = {Zp \ BIB E 8'} is generated by S. 

Therefore, we assume that S £;; Zp is a ZSGBO of the first type and 3 :::; k = 
lSI :::; P;I. Since we know p. = p from Corollary (12.8), our efforts will be directed 

toward computing n' = (p - 1)/ III and finding a set Tc = {bI , ... , bTl' } so that 

Tl' 
8= U{b i S+alaEZl'} 

i=I 

and b = 181 = pn'. 

-- - - -----------
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Before describing the algorithm for the first approach, we still need one more 

thing. We will impose a lexicographic order on k-subsets. To define a lexicographic 

order, certainly we need to compare objects in the form of arrays (in fact, we view 

each set as some array). Firstly, we standardize Zp as {O, 1, ... ,p -I}, so we can 

have a simple lexicographic order ° < 1 < ... < p - 1. Secondly, for any element x 

in a k-subset, it then corresponds to some element in {O, 1, ... , P -I}. Then we can 

view 5 as an array by arranging those elements from lower order to higher order 

according to the above order "<." For any two k-subsets 51 and 52 corresponding 

to the arrays (Xl, X2, ••• , Xk) a.nd (Yl, Y2, ... , Yk), respect.ively, we then can ha.ve 

the lexicographic order. That is, 

ord(5I) < ord(52 ) if 3j, 1 ~ j ~ k, s.t. Xi = Yi, i = 1, ... ,j - 1, and Xj < Yj; 

ord(51 ) = ord(52 ) if Xi = Yi for all i = 1, ... , k. 

For example, in Zj, consider l.~ = 3 and 

51 = {2,3,1}, 52 ={2,1,6}, 53 ={1,2,6}. 

Then we have ord(5d < ord(52 ) = ord(53 ) since 

51 ~ (1,2,3), 52 ~ (1,2,6), 53 ~ (1,2,6). 

(15.5) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose (Zp.B, E) is a BIBD of the fir,~t type. Among those ZSGBO of the first 

type that can generate B, there is a 'uniq'ue one with the smalle,~t order defined 

above. • 
We begin to describe the algorithm for finding any BIBD with block size k, 

3:$ k ~ P;l and generated by a ZSGBO of the first type in the prime field Zp. 

Algorithm I. 9 

1. Input: p, a. prime, k, 3 ~ k ~ P;l 

9If the reader is familiar with the sieve of Eratosthenes for finding the primes between 1 and 
a given number, he or she will feel that the idea of this algorithm is similal' to it in some senSl'. 
See [HW79], §1.4 or [Ri89]' Chapter 2, Section L 
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2. 9 := a primitive root of Z;; 

5 := {I, 2, ... , k}; 

CountBIBD := 0; 

3. if 5(2) = p - (k - 1) then goto Step 11 

4. 5:= next generating block with higher ord and 1 E S 

5. if Lxes x =f:. a then goto Step 3 

6. 111:= 1 

7. for any 1 =f:. x E 5 do 

if ord(S) < ord(x-1 S) 

then goto Step 3 

else if ord(5) = ord(x- 1 S) 

then III := III + 1 

8. CountBIBD := CountBIBD + 1; 

n' '- p-l . 
. - 111' 

T. '- {I gl gn'-l}. c·- ., , ... , '! 

b '- , '- k ' )..- k(k-I)n' . . - pn . r.- .17, .- p-l ' 

9. Output: S, n', Te , (p, b, 7". ,,~. ).) 

10. goto Step 3 

11. end 

ILLUSTRATION. 
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(1) S is viewed as an array in the program. so it needs to be sorted from time 

to time in order to meet the specification. 

(2) For the problem of finding a primitive root of Z; in Step 2, we use straight

forward searching. There is a quicker method due to Gauss. See [Ri89]. 

Chapter 2, Section 1. A. 

(3) Step 3 to Step 5 is a little tedious for doing it efficiently, and quite compli

cated to explain. The interested reader is suggested to trace its idea from 

the program in Appendix B. 

(4) Basically, at Step 8, we ha.ve a new BIBD (ZI" B. E). where B is generated 

by S. which is a. ZSGBO and with the least orner among those ZSGBOs 

--_._.--_.- _ .. 
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that can generate B. Because of this property, we can make sure every 

time we get a new BIBD. • 

In Appendix A, we list all the possible BIBDs from small primes for reference 

which can be constructed by our method. We include a Turbo Pascal program in 

Appendix B, which is executable after compiling with DOS in personal computers. 

A similar procedure can be applied for obtaining first type BIBDs with block 

size 3 :::; k :::; q;l and gcd(k,p) = 1 from the finite field F = GF(q), q = pO, 

as long as there is a unique representation for the elements of F and a suitable 

lexicographic order is imposed on the collection of k-subsets. 

(15.6) REMARK. 

We have to mention that the number of BIBDs with block size k, k ~ 2, is 

exactly the number of first. t.ype BIBDs with block sizf' k plus tllt' number of fir!:it 

type BIBDs with block size k - 1. It i!:i because any !:iecolld t.ype ZSGBO with 

block size k ~ 3 can be obtained by adding {OJ to some' first type ZSGBO with 

block size k - 1. For example, when p = 11 and k = 5, we have 6 = 3 + 3 BIBDs 

with block size 5. 

(15.7) REMARK. 

One may be interested in computing those "first type" PBIBDs from any finite 

commutative ring Zm, where m is a composite number. generated by a "first type·' 

ZSGB S ~ Zm with gcd(ISI, m) = 1. It seems Algorithm I can be modified to suit 

this purpose. However, we have to point out some differences. 

(1) We need to use ZSGB instead of ZSGBO since there may exist a PBIBD 

which cannot be generated by any ZSGBO. So the part from Step 3 to 

Step 5 becomes more complicated. 

(2) Step 7 becomes: 

7. for any 1 '# x E U(Z11I) do 

if ord(S) < ord(xS) 

then goto Step 3 

else if ord(S) = ord(xS) 
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then III := III + 1 

(3) In Step 8, Tc has to be computed by another way if U(Zm) is not cyclic .• 

Our second approach is easier to describe. Suppose we are given a prime p and 

a subset 8 £; Zp with 3 $ k = 181 $ p~l. The question is how to compute the 

BIBD generated by 8. Firstly, we would like to transform 8 to a ZSGB. This can 

be done by 

8:= 8 -s, 

where $ = CLXES X )1.:- 1
• After thi:;, we then can cOlllpute fal:it,er. 

Secondly. the new S reveals more information based on whether 0 E 5 or not. 

because of Proposition (15.3). Recall that it says 

(1) 1111 k if 0 tJ. 8; and 

(2) 1111 (k - 1) if 0 E 5. 

Define to as 

to = . { 
O. 

1, 

if 0 tJ. 5; 

if 0 E S. 

Then we have 1111 d = gcd(k - to,p - 1). Thus, I is contained in the subgroup H 

of order d. Note that from Proposition (13.6) we have IS = S. Since our goal is 

focused on I, it is reasonable to restrict the search inside H. It is clear that both 

I and H are cyclic and we know that I is a subgroup of H. Hence it is enough 

to search the largest subgroup contained in H such that its generator q satisfies 

qS = S. Then we can conclude that 1= (q). 

Therefore, we factorize d = IHI and let i run through its divi:;or:; from large 

to small. Let q = g~ . where 9 i:; a primitive:' root. of 2
1
:' The fir:;t q ::mch that 

q5 = 5 is then what we want. Vie organize the above methodology as follows

for finding the BIBD generated by 5 £;; Zp with 3 $ 151 $ ['; J • 

Algorithm II. 

1. Input p, a prime, 5,5 £;; Zp, 3 $ lSI $ P~l 

2. 9 := a primitive root of Z;; 

k:= 151, s:= CLXESx)k-1; 

-- - - -----------



3. $:= $-s 

4. if 0 E $ then to := 1 else to := 0 

5. d:= gcd(k - to,P -1) 

6. factorize d 

7. for i I d from large to small do 

begin 
._ z.:;.l. q .-g . , 

if q$ = $ then goto Step 8; 

end 

8 n"- p-l. 
. .- i ' 

T. '- {I gl gn'-l}. e·- " ... , , 

b ' k '\ k(k-1}n' := pn , r:= on, A := pI; 

9. Output: $, n', Te, (p, b, r, k,'\) 

10. end 
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• 
Still, a similar procedure can be applied for the finite field F = GF(pCf) and 

$ ~ F with gcd(ISI,charF) = 1. 

We now turn to a special discussion. Suppose cI? < Z; is a nontrivial proper 

subgroup with 1cI?1 = k. From Corollary (5.3) we know that (Zp, 8°, E) is a BIBD. 

Let {I = bI , b2 , ••. , be}. when' 1 < C < p~ I . bC" a subsC"t of the collection of distinct 

coset representatives of cI? and let S = uf= I bi cI? The question is how to decide the 

size of the new BIBD generating from S"? 

Clearly, S is a first type ZSGBO and cI?S = S. So cI? :5 T. Therefore, Algorithm 

II can be applied by omitting Step 3 to Step 6 and testing for i with k I i and 

i I kgcd(f, P~/) from large integer to small integer in Step 7. In particular, we 

have the following. 

(15.8) PROPOSITION. 

Let cI?, S be as in the above setting. If gcd( e, P~l ) = 1, then the new BIBD from 

S is still with the same size b of the previous BIBD from. cI? It has pa.ram.eter,~ 

(v, b, r, k,'\) = (p, p(p;;I). C(p - 1). Ck. C( eJ.~ - 1)). • 
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Note that we have <fJ( P~l ) many possible f which are relatively prime to P~l, 

and we have C(P~l -l,f - 1) choices of S for each €. 

We point out that in most situation the result is still the same even when 

gcd(.e, P~l) /; 1. The subgroup q> is properly contained in H = I if and only if S 

is a union of cosets of H. However, we need a computational approach for testing 

this. 
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CHAPTER IV 

APPLICATIONS 

As a consequence of the above development in this dissertation, we here in

troduce some topics as an end. In §16, we state more facts about block designs. 

For the rest sections, we present some interesting applications to which more or 

less block designs can be applied. These subjects are coding theory and graph 

decomposition. 

§16. Block Designs 

The study of block designs was originally 1l1otiY<ltC'd hy t lH'ir usage' ill the dcsigll 

of experiments. Vie are nut. goillg to illtroclu("(' this subj(,('t. Th(' illt('l'('st.('d readl'r 

is referred to [CC57] or [Kem52]. 

(16.1) DEFINITION. 

A t-( v, k, >.) design is a collection of ~~-subsets (called blocb) of a 1'-set. 'V (whose 

elements are called points) such that every t-subset of V is contained in exactly >. 
blocks. I 

Clearly, a BIBD is just a 2-(v, k, >.) design. A Steiner system is a t-(v, k, 1) 

design. In particular, it is called a Steiner triple system if k = 3. We have seen 

an infinite class of Steiner systems in Proposition (13.5). They are 2_(pO', pi3, 1) 

designs, where p is any prime and (J is a proper di"isor of (\. If we let p = 3 and 

/3 = 1, it becomes a Steiner triple system~ a 2-(30',3,1) de:;ign. 

Besides BIBD and PBIBD, another main topic in block designs is PBD (pairwise 

balanced design), which is a generalizatiun uf BlED. 

(16.2) DEFINITION. 

A PBD(pairwise balanced design) with parameters (v,K,>.), where K is a set 

of positive integers and >. is a positive integer, is a collection B of subsets (called 

blocks) of a v-set V such that 

(1) {IBII B E B} = K; and 

----_._---- -- - --_._--
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(2) I{B E 8 I p,q E B}I = >. for any p, q E V with p # q. • 

Thus a BIBD is a PBD with lEI = 1. We can also think of a PBIBD as a 

generalization of a BIBD, which is a PBIBD such that .Ai = .A for all i. 

According to Cheng's paper ([Ch90]), a BIBD has its optimal properties based 

on statistics. It can be applied to variety trials, weighing designs, and Hardamard 

transform optics in spectroscopy. It is also connected to the ]Jrublclll of 1lla.Xillli~illg 

the number of spanning trees in graphs with the same numbers of lines and vertices. 

The optimal properties of BIBDs are based on Kiefer's result. When a BIBD does 

not exist, PBIBDs with two associate classes are feasible. 

For the applications of block designs in computer science'. we'refer to the recent 

survey by Colbourn and Oorschot ([COS9]). 

§17. Coding Theory 

Coding theory appeared at about the same time that computers were created 

(late forties). It was the time that people began to communicate frequently. by 

telegraphs or telephones in order to gain efficiency. ~o\\'aclays. electronic mails 

and remote accesses through the computer networks beCOlllf> more popular. One 

may expect that communication through satellites will grow rapidly in the near 

future. 

These things reveal the success of modern technology. Also they bring the 

research of new subjects, among which there is coding theory. This subject is 

mainly for the reason of accuracy upon transmission. How(',·Cl'. in order to be 

efficient, we still wish that not too much time is spent for the sake of correctness. 

One can see that there is a trade-off between quickness and correctness. This i::; 

what we want to say in the beginning. For an introduction of coding theory, we 

suggest [HaSO], [MS77j, and [R092]. 

Basically, we have a collection (Z2 r of n.-tu]Jles (calleclllles::;ages) whose entrie::; 

are in Z2. Sometimes. an 11- tnplE' a = (a I • (/.2 ••••• all) is also takc'll as a scquencl' 
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or an array ala2" ·an . Let b = bl b2 •• ·bn . The Hamming distance for any two 

messages a and b is defined as 

d( a, b) = I {i 11 ~ i ~ n, ai ;6 bd I . 

Then d is a metric on (Z2) n. Generally a code e is a subset of (Z2) n. Each element 

in e is a codeword and we use it to stand for a segment of the entire information. 10 

When a transmission is taken, if there is noise, sometimes the received message is 

not what we sent. Thus the central question is: if we change this distorted message 

to its nearest codeword (it may not be just one) according to Hamming distance. 

is there a (good) way to convince us that most likely the process brings back the 

right information? It is reasonab10 to make t.hosf' ('odC'\\'orcls be dist.ributed <1.'" 

evenly as possible so that the capacity of error-detect.ing and error-correcting can 

be increased. 

Let e be a code with length n. Define lvI = lei and 

D = min{d(a, b) I a, bEe, a i= b}, 

where D is called the minim'um distance of the code e. Then we refer to e as 

an (n,M,D)-(binary) code. The code can then detect up to (D -1) errors and 

correct up to [D;I] errors. So the interest is mainly on the searching for and the 

performance of an (n, lvI, D)-code. Under the above formation, most problems 

become purely mathematical. 

It has been known that there is no universal criterion that decides if a ~ode is 

good or bad. Much likely is that it depends on the situation to which the code is 

applied. However, in generaL two factors are used to measure the performance of 

a code. One is the iransmis$ion rG.i(: defilled by 

R = log2 AI 
n 

lOThus in general, a binary code with lVl codewords alld leugth 11 IS regardillg as cuttlllg the 
entire information into length log2 !vI seglllents. Each segmellt is th~1I represellted by a lellgth It 

codeword. 
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regarding the quickness. The other is 

which represents the correctness of a code. It is in the sense that suppose we have 

a sequence of codes Ci with D.i = f&, if there is a constant c less than the bit error 

probability such that D.i :::; c for all i, then the probability of a decoding error for 

Ci tends to 1 as ni -+ 00 ([Ro92], Corollary 4.2.7). HowE'v("r. one might argue that 

in the practical usage, we do not expect to deal with large n. D, and even M. 

For a codeword a = 0.1 a2 ... an, let 

w(a) = I{i 11 ::; i ::; n, ai = I}, 

called the weight of a. We are more interested ill the consta.nt weight code C, i.e .. 

there is W such that w(a) = W for any a E C. Note that for a constant vV'eight 

code D = 28 is even. Define o4.(7/., D, ltV) to be the maximum number of codewords 

of length n, Hamming distance at least D, and constant weight. Hl. 

(17.1) THEOREM. ([MS77], eh. 17. §2, Theorem 2.) 

A(n, 28, TV) :::; [H1"2 _ ::n + on] 
provided the denominator is positive. • 

Therefore, when a constant weight code reaches the Johnson bO'und 011 the right 

side, it is considered as especially good. 

We begin to introduce the codes from block designs. Among them there are 

many that can reach the Johnson bounu. 

(17.2) DEFINITION. 

Let (V,B, E) be a finite incidence structure with !VI = v and \B\ = b. Let V = 

{a1,a2, ... ,av } and B = {BI,B2, ... ,Bb}' Then its incidence ma.trix ll is the b 

by v matrix A = (o.ij) defined by 

{
I if aj E Bi; 

G.ij = 0: otherwise. 

11 Some authors define it as At, the transpose of A .. 

----------.-- . -... _--------
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• 

One can see that the columns (or rows) of A are a source of codewords. If 

(V, 8, E) is a tactical configuration, then the column code as well as the row code 

are all constant weight codes. We will only discuss the part of column codes from 

BIBDs. So we keep using the notation C to stand for this meaning. 

(17.3) THEOREM. ([C92a], (8.9) or [e93], (17.12)) 

Let (V, 8, E) be a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k, ).). Then the column code 

from its incidence matrix is a (b, v, 2( r - A)) -binary code with constant weight 

W = r, and 
_.) _ (r - A)b 

v - .4.( b, -( r - A), r) - r2 _ Ab . 

I 

Thus, every time we have a BIBD, from its corresponding column code, we get 

a nice C with M = A.(n = b, D = 2(r - A), W = r) that can reach the Johnson 

bound. 

Since we have constructed many BIBDs from finite fields in the above two 

chapters, we can say something about them. 

Let's consider the general result appeared in Theorem (13.1). We have (F, B, E) 

is a BIBD with parameters v = IFI. b = pn'. r = b,~,"~ = 151. and A = b,~~~~//

Therefore we have a (un','u, 2J1;;:~t~~k) )-code and 

(
. , 2pn'k(v - k) pn'k) _ , 

.4. un, ( .-- -t. 
vv-l) . v 

Its transmission rate is R = log?,v and we have ~ = 2~(1'-1~)' One can see that. 
/-Ln v v-

b = /-L:(:(~~)k) is significantly large since * I k (see (12.6)(5)) and n' I (v - 1). 

However, the disadvantage is that the code length becollle~ longer and the number 

of codewords is not so many in comparison to other well-known codes. It is no 

doubt that this kind of code is among the good codes since the .Johnson bound 

is reached. Certainly, in some specific situations we need codes with more error

correcting capacity and the price is paid on the part of code length. Meanwhile, 

-------- -_._.- ---------------- -- . - . ---- -------
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perhaps the number of codewords is not important. Therefore. once there are 

efficient encoding and decoding schemes. we hope that codes from some BIBDs 

are feasible in the practical usage. Especially for the transmission of faraway 

spaceships, codes with higher error-correcting capacity are needed. 

The potential usage of codes from some BIBDs has been studied in [FHP90], 

[M88j, [E92j, and [Wa92j. Let's take a look of codes from some special classes of 

BIBDs in our constructions. 

The notable ones are from Proposition (13.5), which also appear in [FHP90j. 

(17.4) PROPOSITION. 

For any prime p and natural numbers 0:, !3 with (3 a proper di'visor of 0:, there 

is a (p(0'-P)~;:~,pO',2. e;13:p; )-code. It has the transmission rate 

and 

• 
The following ones from Proposition (15.8) might have some interesting point::;. 

(17.5) PROPOSITION. 

Suppose p is a prime and k is any proper divisor of p-l. If e is a natural number 

such that 1 ~ f < p~l and gcd(f, P~l) = 1, then we have a (PCP;;l) ,p, 2f(p - fk))

code. It has the transmission rate 

and 

R = klog2 P , 
p(p -1) 

2ek(p - ek) 
~--....;.:...-~ 

- p(p - 1) . 

-- - - -------------- - ------
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• 
Let's consider some examples from the above. When p = 13. ~~ = 6. and e = l. 

we have a (26,13,2 . 7)-code. Its transmission rate is R = 0.142 and !:l = 0.538. 

When p = 17, k = 8, and f. = 1, we have a (34, 17,2 ·9)-code. Its transmission ra.te 

is R = 0.120 and !:l = 0.529. If we accept that the Reed-Muller codes are good, 

then the compatible one is the code (32,64,2·8) with R = 0.188 and !:l = 0.500. 

These three codes can correct up to 6, 8, and 7 errors, respectively. We can see that 

the first two codes are slower than the third one; also they have fewer codewords. 

The Reed-Muller codes have been used practically since they have nice decoding 

properties. 

§18. Graph Decomposition 

We are going to introduce some connections between block designs and graph 

theory. We do not need much terminology. The reader is referred to [BM76] for 

an introduction. 

A graph is simple if it has no loop and no two of its edges join the same pair 

of vertices. By a complete graph we mean a simple graph in which every pair of 

vertices is joined by an edge. Up to isomorphism, there is just one complete graph 

with n vertices, denoted by ]{ n' If every pair of (distinct) vertices is joined by 

exactly A multiple edges and there is no loop, then we call such a graph an order->. 

complete graph. 

Suppose V is a set of v points. We will think of an n-subset of Vasa complete 

graph on n vertices. Also a collection of pairs is taken as a graph in which every pair 

corresponds to an edge and whose vertices are those points joined by edges. What 

we mean about a graph deculllpusitioll here is ill fact all d9t: r1cco11Lpo~it'ion: a 

partition of the edge-set of the graph. Although this can be done by any partition, 

what we have here appear in nice ways. 

Let's start from PBDs. A PBD with parameters (v,K.>') is therefore a decom

position of an order->. complete graph into complete subgraphs. In particular, a 

BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k, A) corresponds to a decomposition of an order-A 
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complete graph into b copies of I<k. It is more interesting when A = 1 for the 

complete graph I<v. For example, we have a BIBD with parameters (7,7,3,3,1), 

then it represents a decomposition of Ki into 7 triangles. 

The degree of a vertex in a graph G is the number of edges of G incident with 

that vertex. A graph is n-regular if every vertex has degree n: a reg'ular graph 

is one that is n-regular for some n. Thus a BIBD with parameters (v,b,r.k.A) 

corresponds to an r-regular order-A complete graph. A strongly regular graph is 

a regular simple graph with the property that the number of vertices adjacent to 

any two distinct vertices VI and V2 depends only on whether C1 and V2 are adjacent 

or not. 

Let's say something about the association scheme (F, A) with the associate 

classes AI, A2, ... , AT in A. Each Ai in A is an ni-regular simple graph such 

that there is a number hi = P~i so that if two distinct vertices VI and V2 are 

adjacent, then the number of vertices adjacent to VI and V2 is hi. So we have 

a decomposition of K t , into r regular simple graphs. each graph with the above 

property. In particular, if there are just two associate classes A 1 • A2 , then each A.i 

is a strongly regular graph and F:t' is decomposed into t.wo st.rongly regular graphs. 

In our construction there are two-class association schemC"s from Zp2. where p is 

prime. 

Finally, suppose (V,B,E,A) is a PBIBD. Let G be the graph obtained by col

lecting together Ai copies of the nj-rcgular simple gra.ph COlT('sponding to A.,. vVc 

have that G is a r-regular graph and G is decomposed int.o b copies of J{k corre

sponding to this specific PBIBD. 
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APPENDIX A 

First Type BIBDs From Small Primes 

We list all the possible BIBDs from Zp, p = 7, 11, 13, and 17, which can be 
constructed by our method from a first type ZSGBO S with 3 :::; k :::; P;l, where 
k = lSI. Suppose 9 is a primitive root of Z;. Let Tc = {b i = gi-l I i = 1,2, ... , n'} 
and let 

n' 

8= U{biS+alaEZp }. 

i=l 

Then (Zp, 8, E) is a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k, >.) = (p, pn', n' k. k, n' ~(~;l)). 

p = 7. 9 = 3 

1 BIBD of the first type with block size 3 from Z7 
(1) S: 1,2,4. n' = 2 (v,b,r,h~,>.) = (7,14,6.3,2) 

Tc: 1,3. 

p = 11. 9 = 2 

1 BIBD of the first type with block size 3 from Zll 

(1) S: 1,2,8. n'=10 (t,.b.T,k~.).)=(11.110.30.3.6) 

3 BIBDs of the first type with block size 4 from Z11 

(1) S: 1,2,3,5. n' = 10 (v,b,r,k,>') = (11,110,40,4,12) 
(2) S: 1, 2, 9, 10. n' = 5 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (11,55,20.4,6) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8, 5. 
(3) S: 1,3,8,10. n'=5 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (11,55,20,4,6) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8, 5. 

3 BIBDs of the first type with block size 5 from ZII 

(1) S: 1,2,3,6,10. n' = 10 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (11,110,50,5,20) 
(2) S: 1,2.3,7,9. n'=10 (v.b.r.k.>.) = (11.110.50.5.20) 
(3) 5: 1,3,4,5,9. ]1'=2 (1.'.b.7·,k.>') = (11.22.10.5.4) 

Tc: 1,2. 

p = 13. 9 = 2 

2 BIBDs of the first type with block size 3 from Zl3 

(1) S: 1,2,10. n'= 12 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (13,156,36,3,6) 
(2) S: 1,3,9. n'=4 (v,b,r,k,>') = (13,52,12,3.2) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8. 



5 BIBDs of the first type with block size 4 from Z13 

(1) S: 1, 2, 3, 7. n' = 12 (v, b, r, k,),) = (13,156,48,4,12) 
(2) S: 1, 2, 11, 12. n' = 6 (v, b, r, k,.>.) = (13,78,24,4,6) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6. 
(3) S: 1,3,4,5. n' = 12 (v, b,r, k,.>.) = (13,156,48,4,12) 
(4) S: 1, 3, 10, 12. n' = 6 (v, b, r, k,.>.) = (13,78,24,4,6) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6. 
(5) S: 1, 5, 8, 12. n' = 3 (v, b, r, k,),) = (13,39,12.4,3) 

Tc: 1,2,4. 

5 BIBDs of the first type with block size 5 from Z13 

(1) S: 1,2,3, 8, 12. n' = 12 (v, b, r, k,.>.) = (13,156.60.5.20) 
(2) S: 1,2,3,9,11. 71.' = 12 (L',b,r,l.~.).) = (13.156.60.5.20) 
(3) S: 1, 2,4, 7, 12. n' = 12 (1'. b. r.l.'.).) = (13.156.60.5.20) 
(4) S: 1. 2, 4,9. 10. n' = 12 (1'. b. r. k.).) = (13.156.60.5.20) 
(5) S: 1,2,6,8,9. n' = 12 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (13,156,60,5,20) 

9 BIBDs of the first type with block size 6 from Z13 

(1) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11. n' = 12 (v, b, r. k,.>.) = (13,156,72,6,30) 
(2) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10. n' = 12 (v, b, r, k,),) = (13,156,72,6,30) 
(3) S: 1,2,3,4,7,9. n' = 12 (v.b,r.k . .>.) = (13.156.72.6.30) 
(4) S: 1,2,3,5,6,9. n'=4 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (13,52,24,6,10) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8. 
(5) S: 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12. 71.' = 6 (v, b, r, k,),) = (13.78,36,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 2,4, 8, 3, 6. 
(6) S: 1, 2,4, 9, 11, 12. n' = 6 (v, b, r, k,.>.) = (13,78,36,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6. 
(7) S: 1,2,5,8,11,12. n' = 6 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (13,78,36,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 2,4, 8, 3, 6. 
(8) S: 1,2,6,8,10,12. 71.' = 12 (v,b.r.k . .>.) = (13.156,72,6,30) 
(9) S: 1,3,4,9,10,12. 71.' = 2 (v, b. r, k,).) = (13.26.12.6,5) 

Tc: 1,2. 

p = 17. 9 = 3 

2 BIBDs of the first type with block size 3 from 217 

(1) S: 1,2,14. n'=16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,48,3,6) 
(2) S: 1,3,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,l.~,'>') = (17,272,48.3.6) 

9 BIBDs of the first type with block size 4 from Z17 

(1) S: 1, 2, 3, 11. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,),) = (17,272,64,4,12) 
(2) S: 1, 2, 4, 10. n' = 16 (v, b, r, l.~, .>.) = (17,272.64.4.12) 
(3) S: 1,2,6,8. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,64,4,12) 
(4) S: 1,2,15,16. 71.' = 8 (v,b,r,l.~,).) = (17,136.32.4,6) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(5) S: 1, 3, 5, 8. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,),) = (17,272,64,4,12) 
(6) S: 1, 3, 14, 16. 71.' = 8 (v, b, r, k,'>') = (17,136,32,4.6) 
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Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(7) S: 1,4,13,16. n' = 4 (v,b,r,k,).) = (17,68,16,4,3) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10. 
(8) S: 1,4, 14, 15. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,'>') = (17,272.64,4,12) 
(9) S: 1,5,12,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17.136.32.4.6) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 

16 BIBDs of the first type with block size 5 from Z1T 

(1) S: 1,2,3,4,7. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(2) S: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,.>.) = (17,272.80,5,20) 
(3) S: 1,2,3,12,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17.272,80,5,20) 
(4) S: 1,2,3,13,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17.272.80.5,20) 
(5) S: 1,2,4,11,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(6) S: 1,2,4,12,15. n' = 16 (tl.b,r,I.~,'>') = (17.272.80.5,20) 
(7) S: 1,2,4,13,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(8) S: 1,2,5,10,16. 17.' = 16 (r,b,1·,I.~,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(9) S: 1,2,5,11,15. 17.' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 

(10) S: 1,2,5,12,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(11) S: 1,2,6,10,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(12) S: 1,2,7,11,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(13) S: 1,2,8,10,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,I.~.'>') = (17.272.80.5.20) 
(14) S: 1,2,8,11,12. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,80,5,20) 
(15) S: 1,3,4,11,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,li: • .>.) = (17.272.80.5.20) 
(16) S: 1,3,4,12,14. 17.' = 16 (v.b,r,J.~.'>') = (17.272.80.5,20) 

33 BIBDs of the first type with block size 6 from ZIT 

(1) S: 1. 2. 3. 4. 8.16. 11' = 16 (c.b.r.k..>.) = (17.272.06.6.30) 
(2) S: 1,2,3,4,9,15. 11.' = 16 (v,b,l',k,'>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(3) S: 1,2,3,4,10,14. n' = 16 (v,b,l',k,'>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(4) S: 1,2,3,4,11,13. 71.' = 16 (v,b.r.I.:,.>.) = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(5) S: 1,2,3,5,7,16. n' = 16 (v,b.r.k,.>.) = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(6) S: 1,2,3,5,8,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r.k,'>') = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(7) S: 1,2,3,5,9,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(8) S: 1,2,3,5,10,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,I.~,.>.) = (17.272.96.6,30) 
(9) S: 1,2,3,5,11,12. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 

(10) S: 1,2,3,6,7,15. n' = 16 (z"b,l',k,'>') = (17.272.96,6,30) 
(11) S: 1,2,3,6,8,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(12) S: 1,2,3,6,9,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(13) S: 1,2,3,7,8,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(14) S: 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 11. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,).) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(15) S: 1,2,3,8,9,11. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k • .>.) = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(16) S: 1,2,3,14,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,.>.) = (17,136,48,6,15) 

Tc: 1,3,9, 10, 13,5, 15, 11. 
(17) S: 1,2,4,5,7,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,'>') = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(18) S: 1. 2, 4,5,8,14. n' = 16 (v,b.1'.!.: . .>.) = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(19) S: 1,2,4,5,10,12. 17.' = 16 (V,b.1·.J.~.'>') = (17.272.96.6,30) 
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(20) S: 1,2,4,13,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,136,48,6,15) 
Tc: 1,3, 9, 10, 13,5, 15, 11. 

(21) S: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 13. n' = 16 
(22) S: 1, 2, 5, 7,8, 11. n' = 16 
(23) S: 1, 2, 5, 12, 15, 16. n' = 8 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 

(V,b,7·,k,).) = (17.272.96.6,30) 
(v,b,r,k,).) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,136,48,6,15) 

(24) S: 1,2,5,13,14,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(25) S: 1,2,6,7,8,10. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(26) S: 1,2,6,11,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17.136,48,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(27) S: 1,2,6,13,14,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(28) S: 1,2,7,10,15,16. n'=8 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,136,48,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(29) S: 1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 16. 17.' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17.272.96.6.30) 
(30) S: 1,2,10,11,12,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,96,6,30) 
(31) S: 1,3,4,13,14,16. 17.' = 8 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,136,48,6,15) 

Tc: 1,3,9, 10, 13,5, 15, 11. 
(32) S: 1,3,5,12,14,16. n' = 8 (v,b.r.k.>.) = (17.136,48,6,15) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(33) S: 1,3,7,11,13,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,96,6,30) 

42 BIBDs of the first type with block size 7 from ZJ"i 

(1) S: 1,2.3,4.5,6.13. II' = 1G (1".".1'./.:./\) = (17.272.112.1.-12) 
(2) S: 1,2,3,4,5,7,12. n' = 16 (v.b.r.!.~.).) = (17.272.112,7,42) 
(3) S: 1,2,3,4,5,8,11. n' = 16 (V,b,7',k,A) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(4) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(5) S: 1,2,3,4,6,7,11. 17.' = 16 (v,b,r,k,).) = (17,272.112,7,42) 
(6) S: 1,2,3,4,7,8,9. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,112,7,42) 
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(7) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 15, 16. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k.).) = (17.272,112,7,42) 
(8) S: 1,2,3,4,11,14,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r.k,).) = (17.272.112.7,42) 
(9) S: 1,2,3,4,12,13,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,A) = (17.272.112,7,42) 

(10) S: 1,2,3,4,12,14,15. n' = 16 (V,b,7·,k.>') = (17.272,112.7,42) 
(11) S: 1,2,3,5,6,7,10. 17.' = 16 (v,b,r,k,)') = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(12) S: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. 8, 9. 17.' = 16 (v. b. r. k.).) = (17.272.112.7.42) 
(13) S: 1,2,3,5,9,15,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,!.~,).) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(14) S: 1,2,3,5,10,14,16. n' = 16 (V,b,7',k,)') = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(15) S: 1,2,3,5,11,13,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k.>') = (17.272,112,7,42) 
(16) S: 1,2,3,5,11,14,15. 17.' = 16 (t~,b,r,!.·,>') = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(17) S: 1,2,3,5,12,13,15. 17.' = 16 (7),b,r,J.~,).) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(18) S: 1,2,3,6,8,15,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,A) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(19) S: 1,2.3,6.9.14.16. n' = 16 (v.b.r.!.~.).) = (17.272.112.7,42) 
(20) S: 1,2,3,6,10,14.15. n' = 16 (I·.b,]".!.:.).) = (17.272.112,7,42) 
(21) S: 1. 2, 3, 6,11. 13.15. n' = 16 (r.h.r.k.)..) = (17.272.112.7,42) 
(22) S: 1,2,3,7,9,13,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r.!.~.)..) = (17.272,112,7,42) 
(23) S: 1,2,3,7,9,14,15. n' = 16 «(',b,,.,!.:,).) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(24) S: 1,2,3,7,10,12,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,).) = (17,272,112,7,42) 

----- --. ---
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(25) S: 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 15. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(26) S: 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 14. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(27) S: 1,2,3,8,9,12,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(28) S: 1,2,3,8,9,13,15. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(29) S: 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 16. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(30) S: 1,2,3,8,10,12,15. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(31) S: 1,2,3,9,11,12,13. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(32) S: 1,2,4,5,8, 15, 16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(33) S: 1,2,4,5,9,14,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(34) S: 1, 2,4, 5, 10, 13, 16. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(35) S: 1,2,4,5,12,13,14. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(36) S: 1,2,4,7,10,11,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(37) S: 1,2,5,6,7,14,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(38) S: 1,2,5,6,8.13.16. 11.' = 16 (17.b.r.J.~.>') = (17.272.112.7.42) 
(39) S: 1,2,5,6,8,14,15. n' = 16 (v, b,1",J.:, >.) = (17,272,112,7,42) 
(40) S: 1, 2, 5. 6, 10. 13. 14. 77' = 16 (/'. b. r. I. .. /\) = (17.272.112.7.42) 
(41) S: 1,2,6,8,10,11,13. 11.' = 16 ('V,b.r.J.~.>') = (17.272.112.7.42) 
(42) S: 1,2,10,12,13,14,16. 71.' = 16 (v,b,1",J.:,>') = (17,272,112,7,42) 

53 BIBDs of the first type wi th block size 8 from Z 17 

(1) S: 1,2,3,4,5,6,14,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(2) S: 1,2,3,4,5,7,13,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,J.~.>') = (17,272,128,8.56) 
(3) S: 1,2,3,4, 5, 7, 14, 15. n' = 16 (v, b, r, J.~, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(4) S: 1,2,3,4,5,8,12,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(5) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 13, 15. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(6) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 16. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(7) S: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.9.12.15. n' = 16 (1,.b.r.J.-.>.) = (17.272.128.8.56) 
(8) S: 1,2,3,4,5,10,11,15. 11.' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(9) S: 1,2,3,4,5,10,12,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,/.:.>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 

(10) S: 1,2,3,4,5,11, 12, 13. n' = 16 (v,b.7".J.~.>') = (17.272.128,8.56) 
(11) S: 1,2,3,4,6,7,12,16. n' = 16 (l"b. 1".].-, >') = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(12) S: 1,2,3,4,6,7,13,15. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(13) S: 1,2,3,4,6,8,11,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(14) S: 1,2,3,4,6.8.12.15. n' = 16 (l'.b.r. I.:. >') = (17.272.128.8.56) 
(15) S: 1,2,3,4,6,8,13,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,J.:,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(16) S: 1,2,3, 4, 6. 9. 11, 15. 17' = 16 (/'. b. r. I. .. /\) = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(17) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11. 14. n' = 16 (v. b. r. J.~.)') = (17.272.128.8.56) 
(18) S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, la, 12, 13. 71.' = 16 (v. b, 1". k,).) = (17.272,128,8,56) 
(19) S: 1,2,3,4,7,8,10,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,J.~,).) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(20) S: 1,2,3,4,7,8,11,15. 71.' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(21) S: 1,2,3,4,7,9,12,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(22) S: 1,2,3,4,7,10,11,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,).) = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(23) S: 1,2,3,4,8,9,11,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,).) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(24) S: 1,2,3,4,8, 10,11,12. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(25) S: 1,2,3,4,13,14,15,16. n' = 8 ('O,b,r,k,>') = (17,136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
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(26) s: 1,2,3,5,6,7,11,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>') = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(27) S: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(28) S: 1,2,3,5,6,8,10,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(29) S: 1,2,3,5,6,8,11,15. n' = 16 ('O,b,1·.k,>.) = (17.272,128,8,56) 
(30) S: 1,2,3, 5, 6, 8, 12, 14. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(31) S: 1,2,3,5,6,9,11,14. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(32) S: 1,2,3,5,7,8,9,16. n' = 16 ('O,b,r)~.>.) = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(33) S: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(34) S: 1,2,3,5,7,10,11,12. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>.) = (17.272,128,8.56) 
(35) S: 1,2,3,5,8,9,11,12. n' = 16 ('O,b,r,k,>') = (17.272,128,8,56) 
(36) S: 1,2,3,5,12,14,15,16. n' = 8 ('O,b,r,k,>') = (17,136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, II. 
(37) S: 1,2,3,6,7,8,10,14. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(38) S: 1,2,3,6,7,8,11,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(39) S: 1,2,3,6,11,14,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,>.) = (17,136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1,3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, II. 
(40) S: 1,2,3,7,10,14,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,A) = (17,136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, II. 
(41) S: 1,2,3,8,9,14,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r.k,>.) = (17.136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1,3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, II. 
(42) S: 1, 2, 3, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16. '17' = 16 (0, b, T, I.:, >.) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(43) S: 1, 2, 3, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15. n' = 16 (v, b, r, k,).) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(44) S: 1,2,3,9,11,12,14,16. n' = 16 (v,b,r,k,A) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(45) S: 1,2,3, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15. 11.' = 16 (v. b. 1'.1.:.).) = (17.272.128.8.56) 
(46) S: 1,2,4,5,7,8,9,15. n' = 16 (v. b,t·, I.:,).) = (17.272,128,8,56) 
(47) S: 1,2,4,5,7,8,11,13. n' = 16 (v,b,r.I.~.).) = (17,272.128,8.56) 
(48) S: 1, 2, 4, 5, 12, 13, 15, 16. n' = 8 (v, b. r. J.~.)') = (17.136.64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5, 15, II. 
(49) S: 1,2,4,7,10,13,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,A) = (17.136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 5. 15. II. 
(50) S: 1, 2,4, 8, 9, 13. 15. 16. n' = 2 (I'. b.r. "'. >') = (17.34.16.8.7) 

Tc: 1,3. 
(51) S: 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16. n' = 16 (v, b, T, 1.7, A) = (17,272,128,8,56) 
(52) S: 1,2,6,7, la, 11,15,16. n' = 8 (v,b,r,k,)') = (17,136,64,8,28) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, la, 13, 5, 15, 11. 
(53) S: 1,3,4,5,12,13,14,16. n' = 4 (v,b,l',k,)') = (17,68,32,8,14) 

Tc: 1, 3, 9, 10. 



APPENDIX B 

A Program For First Type BIBDs 

program Algorithm_I; 
(* This program is for finding first type BIBDs for a given' 

prime p and the block size k, 3 <= k <= Cp-l)/2.' 
Any such BIBD can be constructed from a zero-sum' 
generating block S with 1 in S, 0 notin S.' 
The collection of bS+a will form the BIBD. *) 

uses Crt; 

type RayLength= array[l .. lOOOO] of word; 

var 
p, k, g, BarOne, nprime, idx1, idx2, num, sum: word; 
CountBIBD: integer; 
s, sprime, inverse: RayLength; 
continue, OutputToScreen: char; 
outfile: text; 

label 3, 11; 

procedure Inverse_finding; 

begin 
inverse [p-1] := p-1; 
for idxl:= 2 to p-2 do inverse[idx1]:= 0; 
for idx1:= 2 to p-2 do 

if inverse[idxl]=O then 
begin 

idx2:= 1; 
repeat 

idx2:= idx2+1; 
until (idxl*idx2 mod p) = 1; 
inverse[idx1]:= idx2; 
inverse[idx2]:= idxl; 

end; 
end;{ Inverse_finding} 

function Primitive_root(p: word): word; 

var order: word; 

begin 
idx1:= 1; 
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-- - -. -----------



repeat 
idx1:= idx1+1; 
idx2:= idx1; order:=l; 
repeat 

idx2:= idx2*idx1 mod p; 
order:= order+1; 

until (idx2 = 1); 
until (order = p-l); 
Primitive_root:= idx1; 

end;{ Primitive_root} 

procedure Sort(var sprime: RayLength); 

var i,jl,j2,h: word; 

begin 
for i:= 1 to k-l do 
begin 

jl:= i; 
for j2:= i+l to k do 

if sprime[jlJ > sprime[j2] then jl:= j2; 
if i < jl then 
begin 

h:= sprime[iJ; sprime[iJ:= sprime[j1J; sprime[jl]:= h; 
end; 

end; 
end;{ Sort } 

begin{ program } 
writeln('This program is for finding first type BIBDs for a given'); 
writeln('prime p and the block size k, 3 <= k <= (p-l)/2.'); 
writeln('(Small p and k are suggested.)'); 
writeln('Any such BIBD can be constructed from a zero-sum'); 
writeln('generating block S with 1 in S, 0 notin S.'); 
writeln('The collection of bS+a will form the BIBD.'); 
writeln('The output is in file "result.dat"".'); writeln; 
write('Output to screen? (y,n)'); OutputToScreen:= ReadKey; writeln; 
If UPCASE(OutputToScreen)='Y' 

then writeln('To exit, use "Ctrl-Break""'); 

assign(outfile.'result.dat'); rewrite(outfile); 
repeat{ 1 } 

writeln; 
write('p= ,); readln(p); 
write('k= ,); readln(k); 
Inverse_finding; 
g:= Primitive_root(p); 
CountBIBD:= 0; 

s[lJ:= 1; sum:= 1; 
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for idxl:= 2 to k do 
begin 

s [idxl] : = idxl; 
sum:= (sum+idxl) mod p; 

end; 

3: repeat{ next array} 
idxl:= k; 
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vhile (s[idxl] = (p-l) - k + idx1) and (idxl > 1) do idxl:= idxl-1; 
if idxl = 1 then goto 11; 
num:= s[idxl]; 
for idx2:= 0 to (k-idxl) do 
begin 

sum:= (sum + num + idx2 + 1 - s[idx1+idx2]) mod p; 
s[idxl+idx2]:= num + idx2 + 1; 

end; 
until (sum = O);{ next array} 

BarOne:= 1; idx2:= 2; 
repeat{ 2 } 

num:= inverse[s[idx2]]; 
for idxl:= 1 to k do 

sprime[idxl]:= (s[idx1]*num) mod p; 

Sort(sprime); 

idxl:= 1; 
repeat 

idx1:= idx1+1; 
until (sprime[idx1] <> s[idxl]) or (idxl = k); 
if idxl= k 

then BarOne:= BarOne+1 
else if sprime[idx1] < s[idxl] then goto 3; 

idx2:= idx2+1; 
until (idx2 = k+l);{ 2 } 

CountBIBD:= CountBIBD+l; 
nprime:= Cp-l) div BarOne; 

If UPCASE(OutputToScreen)='Y' then 
begin 

vriteln; 
vrite('S: '); vriteCl); 
for idx1:= 2 to k do writeC',' s[idx1]); write('. '); 
vrite('nprime= ',nprime,' '); 
write('(v, b, r, k, lambda) = '); 
vriteC'C',p,', ',p*nprime,', ',k*nprime,', ',k); 
vritelnC', ',k*Ck-l) div BarOne,')'); 
continue:= ReadKey; 

end; 

. -- . - . ---- --------



writeln(outfile); 
write(outfile,'S: ,): write(outfile,l); 
for idx1:= 2 to k do write(outfile,', " s[idx1]); 
write(outfile,'. '); 
write(outfile,'nprime= , ,nprime,' ,); 
write(outfile,'(v, b, r, k, lambda) = ,): 
write(outfile,'(',p,', ',p*nprime,', ',k*nprime,', ',k); 
writeln(outfile,', ',k*(k-1) div BarOne,')'); 

If BarOne > 1 then 
begin 

write(outfile,'T_c: 1'); 
num:= 1; 
for idx1:= 1 to (nprime-1) do 
begin 

num:= num*g mod p; 
write(outfile,', ',num); 

end; 
writeln(outfile,'.'); 

end; 
goto 3; 

11: writeln(outfile); 
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write(outfile,CountBIBD,' BIBDs of the first type with block size '); 
writeln(outfile,k,' from GF(' ,p,')'); 

writeln; 
write(CountBIBD,' BIBDs of the first type with block size ,); 
writeln(k,' from GF(' ,p,')'); 
writeln: 
write('Continue? (y,n)'); continue:= ReadKey; 

until UPCASE(continue)='N';{ 1 } 
close(outfile); 

end. { program } 

-- - - --------------



a 70 
Ai 44 
A(n,D, W) 96 
A association scheme 
associate class 18 
association scheme 18, 43-47 
b 15 
b 70 
8 collection of blocks 
8° 21 
864 

~3~4 
basic block 24 
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APPENDIX C 

Index 

BIBD (balanced incomplete block design) 14-17, 22, 24, 38-43, 63-65, 76-80, 
84-92 
circular 23 
first type 85-91, 101 
parameters 15 
second type 85-86, 89 

block 15 
C field of complex numbers 
C* set of nonzero complex numbers 
(C,+,o) 20 
(C,+,*) 20 
circle 15, 20, 21 
circular BIBD 23 
circular planar nearring 23 
code length 95 
codeword 95 
complete graph 99 

order-A 99 
constant weight code 96 
~ 96 
degree of vertex 100 
design 93 
edge decomposition 99 
equivalent multiplier 11 
F field, nearneld 
F* set of nonzero elements in F 
Ferrero pair 13 
field generated planar nearring 13 
fixed point free automorphism 13 
frequency 15 
GL(q) Galois field with q elements 

-- - - - ---- ---------- - ------



generating block 68, 84-87 
first type 84 
second type 84 
zero-sum see ZSGB, ZSGBO 

graph decomposition 99 
Hamming distance 95 
incidence matrix 96 
incidence structure 14 

finite 15 
Johnson bound 96 
k 15 
K93 
Kn 99 
A 15 
Ai 18, 49, 66, 81 
line 15, 21, 55, 60, 62 
line segment 15, 20, 28, 33, 35 
p. 70 
minimum distance (D) 95 
n 47,95 
ni 18 
(n,M,D)-(binary) code 95 
n' 47, 70 
n-regular graph 100 
N nearring, planar nearring 
N* set of nonzero elements in N 
nearneld 10-11 

planar 11 
zero-symmetric 10 

nearneld generated planar nearring 13 
nearring 9-14 

equivalent multiplier 11 
planar 11-14 

Wi 49, 66, 82 
ord 87 
order-A complete graph 99 
~ 28 
p?j 18 
PBn (pairwise balanced design) 93 
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PBIBD (partially balanced incomplete block design) 18, 26, 47-54,65-67,80-83 
parameters 18 

planar nearfield 11 
planar nearring 11-14 

basic block 24 
circle 21-23 
circular 23 
equivalent multiplier 11 
Ferrero pair 13 
field generated 13 
line 55-63 



nearneld generated 13 
ray 24-26 
ring generated 13 
segment 27-37 
zero-symmetric 12 

T 15 
R ring with identity 
R* set of nonzero elements in R 
R field of real numbers 
R-r set of positive real numbers 
ray 15, 20, 24, 68 
Reed-Muller code 99 
regular graph 100 
replication number 15 
ring generated planar nearring 13 
'" 43 
"'c 69 
"'r 69 
8}, 82, ..• ,8 r 44 
S 28, 56, 68 
SI unit circle in the complex plane 
segment 20, 28, 33, 35 
simple graph 99 
Sophie Germain prime 42, 53, 54, 78, 79 
Steiner system 93 
Steiner triple system 93 
strongly regular graph 100 
r44 
T47 
Tc 70 
Tr 70 
tactical configuration 15 
transmission rate (R) 95 
treatment 15 
U(V) set of units in V 
U(Zm) set of units in Zm 
v 15 
V 14,27,68 
variety 15' 
weight 96 
Wieferich prime 54, 63, 67 
zero-symmetric 10 
Zm commutative ring of integers modulo m 
Zp prime field of integers modulo p 
Z; set of nonzero elements in Zp 
ZSGB (zero-sum generating block) 74, 75, 76, 78, 84-87 

first type 84 
second type 84 

ZSGBO (ZSGB containing one) 84,86, 87 
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